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"The best port was
doing the teapot
chant with my fellow
Mac Men and
wooing the crop out
of the women."
Freshman Dan BurtnessThe forma! dinner caused the safari-treRRini! freshmen to clean up for a special dinner
in the dining hall. Photos by Thomas Robinson
Freshman Kelly Thorpe rises above the crashing waves of the BJ ladies as Ariel of
Disney's Little Mermaid. Even though the theme of Orientation was safari, there was
an evident Disney motif among many of the performances.

•• .
Josh Cleveland
, What is your favorite part of your job 7
~.Ive the relationships I get to be a port of in
~ W0rbog as on RD Students, staff, faculty, and
administration ore amazing here, and every doy
I learn something new cboul people, about God,
and about my own life. I have even come fa
cppreciote contron-chon and co-elect meetings -
we have a very redemptive system here. I also
spend a lot of time with Arend's leadership staff -
they ore a hilarious, rhoughHul, and talented crew.
I love them.
%<'did you decide to take this position andwh eo you to it?_~~:gjul'f.f'of Whitworth, I love this place, and
I respect rhe faculty, staff, and administration.
Whirwodh treats its students as t-e adults they
are becoming - providing a safe place for risk and responsibility. I
knew Whitworth would be a great place for me to use my gifts and
to grow proiesstonclv as well. I am trained as a pastor, and there
are obvious connections between being a pastor and being an RD ..
and there are big differences, too.
~~ho is your least favorite part of the iob?
ThOiJ€J ove Spokane, I wish Whitworth was located closer to my
f13millio'" 8 ,kiends The busy RD schedule con make it difficult to be In
good touch with chose people, but I am making good efforts
~
w. h rn is the best part about where.you live? What makes Arend
the st
l Qj,que about Arend? The mix of underclassmen and up-
perclassmen living in close proximity makes Arend unique. I see it as
a place where underclassmen and upperclassmen can land dol learn
well from one another. Our location on campus makes it unique too -
close to the HUB and Library? Prime real estate. I have heard Arend
called a "deshno-ion" People genuinely like to live here, and people
like to come here and hong out. The community here is strong, and
welcomes others in well
.If:;.'rf'!rrn the world would you like to hang out with college students
all t~? What is It about this age group?
~1e.9!3;./a!$important time of life, and I am excited about being a
port of that process - being a resource and a man who likes to live
and think outside of the box. Building relationships and walking along-
side students as they grow into their unique selves, .what an amazing
job to have! I frequently have to stop, take a breath, and audibly
thank God because I am so grateful to live and work at Whitworth
There are few places I would rather be right now than at Whitworth..z: is your dating life affected by your position?
~ya~f1?i~life is incredibly boring these days, whether in Spokane or
dbrJ3lZlaJ ..
.Josh Cleveland is the Resident Dnecto- of Arend Hall

K.ari D4~house
]
Whar is your favorite pod
of your job?
y.f=0vorire part is working with
great student leaders and laugh-
Ing wirh folks until my stomach
hurts.
2did you decide to toketb osition? ..wJls an RA, I loved the
opportunity to work with people,
encourage them, and learn from
tl-e-n. I oIso had tl-is crazy thing
coiled a reaching degree so
I thought I'd try that first and
though I loved it, I still had a deep
desire to work with college
students.
~~ is your least-favorite part of your lOb?
t 01", Yl.being able to foil asleep on my own time schedule.
~
'S the best part about where you live?
I' Wi.. energetic, fun-loving, deep-thinking, thoughtful people rhat I
get to in er6tt with daily.sthe world would you want to hang out with college
sus all the time?
.'. ' t 6ijuestion! Some of my family questions my sanity But
what rhey might nor recltze is that I get to walk alongside of folks
who are asking some important, life-changing questions. This makes
me think more about my own beliefs and what I volue most in my life
And more importantly, I get to see some pretty wonderful realiza-
tions. I get to challenge them and be chollenged by them. I get to
encourage them and be encouraged by them I get to see people
contlnoe to become who God created them to be. Pretty amazing in
my opinion!
Ourmarried life affected by your position?, ,0· rse! There are times when it is challenging because it feelsI ' . g.0ut my marriage in a fishbowl. But rhe greatest thing is
that I think this experience has strengthened my marriage more than
any other adventure we have shared. I've learned more about myself
and my wonderful husband and feel as though we are a strong team
It's also affected my desire to ever cook again. I cooked most of our
meals before we moved here and now tl-e rrcst I can rouster dur-
ing breaks is grilled cheese or mac and cheese. But really, he makes
better mac and cheese than I do anyway. He claims if's a secret
ingredient. I'm on to him, but I won't tell him because t-en he'll keep
making it.
'Kori Dykhouse is the Resident Director of Baldwin Jenkins, Akili, and Tiki
;] What is your favorite part of the job?
Tft ~Iationships I have built within the dorm and in the whole Whitworth community. I have created
some incredibly strong friendships on my RA ream, 1 love them so much!
~y did you decide to take this position?
~i to give the freshmen girls the same amazing experience I had my freshmen year with my RA.
I wonted to help and continue the strong. relationship-based. student leadership.
~at is rhe best part about where you live?
~';ber IS a smoll. closely connected, girls dorm. It's like living in a large house] It's quite cozy, and
inviting.
~
is your doling life affected by your position?
I. I a lang-distance relationship with my boyfriend, so It has become more difficult this year to find
lime t ""rite to him or talk to him on the phone. And when I do tok to him on the phone I'm usuolly
exhausted and can't focus.
·Giselle Stone is a Resident Asistont in Schumacher Giselle Stone
Heather Kirna~
What is your favorite port of your job?
3favorite part of this job w,ould have to be the relationships tha,t are built, The whole point of be-in an RA is to build community, and gefting to know people is so wonderful. The girls on my hall area a:tlng, the leadership team IS so coo', and of course Papa Sean IS awesome. The people here iust
make fhis job delightful.
Whaf is the best part about where you live?
~
t pa,rt about living in Ballard is the community. There is no where near as much drama as you
rni ink It being an ail-girls dorm and what-not, but everyone is so laid back and down fa earth.
~islt the guys in Moc anytime we wont, but we don't have to live with them. Boys edh be
gross sometimes.
What is your least [ovortte part of the lob?
;3stfavorite part? Locking up the dorms otter prime time.ON is your dating life affected by your position?y ating life is definitely affected by fhis position, It puts a bit of a strain on if, because there IS a
bi~ commitment expected for this job. My advice to anyone coming to rhis position would be to
~re yourSignificantother is pohentand supportive.
'Heather Kirnok is a ReSident Asistant in Ballard

1What is your favorite port of the job?.e~ing to know the residents of the Stewbop-s ke community, as well as hanging out with my
RA team.
~y did you decide to toke this position?
~ to be a port of the Whitworth com-
munity, and be available to students around me
love to hong out and get to know people, a huge
part of the RA job
~hat is your least favorite part of the job?
,€;;bJing the RA closet.
Ather is.the best part about where you live?
~Iel
·HoIly Perry is a Resident Assistant in Boppell
1What is your favorite port of the iob?w.ays having something to do. You're never
bared
~
hot is your least favorite port of the job?
Bein c;.rule enforcer. It is necessary, but it is very
her to confront your friends when they break
rules.
~ is your doting life cllected by your position?
~~ might have been different if I dated more during my time
as an RA but during the time that I was dating someone it was just
fine. I don't think there were any huge problems as a result of being
an RA
·Ryan Brown is a Resident Assistant in Bccce]
~ kJu ~-"l¥-e --
/
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J\pril McGoni<oal
1What is your favorite part of the job?
I,to: enjoymeeting and listening to students as
tliey wrestle with the questions of lifel
2'did you decide to take this position?I h greot college experience, with mentors'rlid Into my life I knew I wonted to have
the some impact for students today.
~~ the world would you like to hang out with college
udents I the time?
Co ege stu~nts are passionate, vulnerable, adventurous, deter-
mined open to new ideas, and ask great questions; why wouldn't
anyone want to hang out with them all the time?l?
our married life affected by your position?
I i in a residence hall with my husband! Our life is never
n.:"o"'r-"""e"'cd\'Jsewe live with 160 other peoplel Late night calls,
emergency room visits, conduct meetings and lots of noise certainly
affects our marriage. However, it has been a wonderful and thrilling
experience for bath of us and we wouldn't trade all of the relation'
ships we have built with students for anything I
"April McGonigal is the Resident Director of Duvall
/

Sean Mulcah4~::.....;;~---...,
~
What is your favorite part of your job?
E aging in great conversations with students.
I elfeve college IS a cnhccl time in life where
people make decisions that will have on impact
on the rest of their life. I really like being able
to help people wrestle with the different ques-
tions they have. Not having to cook for myself
comes in a close second
~t is your least favorite part of your job?~~2thor involves paperwork, or thot forces me to sit in front
o pl5ter screen for extended periods of time, ie. e-mail.
~. is the best part about where you live?
~~ lhe Moe RD apartment has a huge window that looks
out onto the Loop. There are many trees right in front of us that
turn amazing colors during the fall
'1'l»""~p ffffJery morning and ask myself that same question...OK,
so every morning is an exaggeration. Seriously though, it is a lot
of fun
~~ur married life affected by your position?
~1~-s~~1have been married I have been an RD. We don't
re'1ll~w""nything else. When my wife and I [irsf got married
we lived in an 011freshmen mole residence hall, which housed about
150 young men Living in Moc has been paradise compared to
that holll
·Sean Mulcahy is the Resident Director for McMillon, Bollorci and Scburrccbe-
Eric Edd4
1What is your favorite port of the lOb?
GeHing to know people in a smaller setting Lessexcitement, more deep friendships
""'hy did you decide to toke thisposition?
~be room isn't half bod ..but mostly I saw it as on opportuvtv to serve the Whitworth community
ryhot isyour least favorite port of the iob?
~ !;;heck outs, it's a mcjo- stress during finals
/"iV.1hot is the best port about where you live?
l'~,"ch and Doug Smith
_~w is your doling life affected by your position?
~Jlfe77? I con have one of tlosel?
"Eric Eddy is a Resident Assistant in Sholom of the Village
Katrina Golden
']Nhy did you decide to toke this position?
Fro~ t,be first moment I set foot on tl-e Whitworth campus I was met with an excitement from students
for their education and campus involvement and with the earnest desire of staff, faculty, and adminis-
tration fa care for students and promote an environment of learning and community. I was absolutely
thnlled at the opportunity to work at on irehtution such as Whitworth .
.,.w;,,:;. In the world would you like to hong out with college students 011the time?
1Th'l#"il"nds a bit cheesy. but it is my true response I There is a hope inside college students that simply
s~iS'the light of an optimism that believes change ISpossible In this world and that through the
dreams and passions thot burn in their hearts they will impact the world and leave it a different, more
positive place than when they entered it. As a member of Student Life, more specifically ResitJenceLife,
I am daily amazed as I am able to walk alongside students as they discover themselves and feel so
blessed to have the opportunity to help them to see the potential, the sparkle Inside of themselves.
."..whet is your favorite part of the lob?
MJ.. ~rite part. .jmrn.. .tlus isso difficult to choose just one. I really do enjoy gerting to know stude.nts
an~e the privilegeto hearabout rheir lives whether it be over a cup of coffee or on PnmeTlme
And at the end of the day, I can honestly say, 'I cent believe I get paid to do what I do.'
Aat is your least favorite part of the job?
~t.favorite port would be not being able to spend lime with each resident. I wish I could really get to know each person that ISin
the holl community
~t is the best part about living in Stewart?
~ ~as it's qurks (the cinderblock walls and such)but it is a home. The community inside Stewart has a tendency to become very
close,much like a family
An't you sick of Sodexho food yet?
~ 2duolly. I oppreciote that Sodexho listens to student comments and really tries to meet the needs of the campus. I also enjoy
being able to go to the Dining Holland the Cafe with students and shore a meal
~t is your favorite Whitworth memory?
One~gain, this place is so amazing, it is difficult to choose just one. From seeing Trocnhchon for the first time, to watching Frisbee games
ilt"he Loop, to the Boppell Coffeehouse - I lust can't chcosel
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l!hatis your favorite padf your job?Be tr port of students develop-
ment. I think it's qreot] You get to
lend hand in creating an environ-
ment mokes it safe for a student
to figure out who they ore and
who they want fa be. It's so re-
warding to reflect on a student's
growth during college end think/
know you played a part in that
process
~
id you decide to take this position and what led you to it?
I love . r-worth and the impact it had on me. Being an alumnus, I can
te~L ',' tezlt,8l'great student life program we have here as well as the
extraordinary overall environment. During my time at Whitworth, I was
tought what it was fa be a leader amongst peers, and reminded over
and over that I mattered Responsibility was land continually is) instilled
in me, The community here is clearly for you and oboul your success,
in academics and in life in general. I thought it would be a great honor
to be a part of that, to have the opportunity to positively impact the
community and give something back.
"""W~ is your least favorite port of the lOb?
~h~s #1e hours con be a beast to keep It's difficult to leave the
office for the day, when you actually live at the office
.ltVt\~iS the best part about where you live? What makes
~e-. 'e best?..
Sometimes bigger is better. I like that Warren is so huge because it
means you have a wide variety of people here. This hopefully ensures
you find some (if not many) connections with your hall mates or people
on other floors. Also, I still find it humorous when students come to War-
ren for the first time, more often than not they get lost
~
n the world would you like to hang out with college
stu enr all the time?
~ mething really special about this age group_ All of a sud-
den, everything they knew or thought they knew comes under fire
Everything they've learned for the first 18 years of their life is now
re-evaluated We get to be there. Students are working to reinvent
who they are and desiqn who they hope to be We get to be there
No two people, days, or situations are the same in this field so it is
always excitiaq.
is your dating life affected by your POSition?
'''''-~g~lirrrn,rnr"'l'ill'.d and I have done well to make sure to keep our date
nl br~ck. This is an attempt at ensuring that no matter how crazy
the week is, we will be able to connect that week and hong out. An
RD position can become a 24 hours a day position, if you let it
"Tyler Pau is the Resident Director of Werren Hall

Nicole f>o4nod
1What is your favorite part of the job?, all get to interact with lots of different students
for many different reasons. The theme house
program draws a very diverse crowd of students
-;I from many different groups on campus. I like that.
'J'hot is your least fo.vorite port of the job?
@St.!t don't hove one
40t is the best port about where you live?QY. z.!ng within the theme rouses. Especially
when if is nice outside, I hove more of an opportu-
nity to see theme house residents out and about
~
is your dating life affected by your position?
Tnere- ve been seasons in my position that I hove been more
DC S8 on my job rother than my personal life.
'Ncole Boym=k is the Assistant Director of ResidenceLife
David Dolpha4
1What is the purpose of the theme houses?e~e houses provide a kind of off-campus setting
away from the dorms to help different groups or
the student body at large experience new and
different programs
~hat do you like about the theme houses?
~ £eing close to campus with a meal plan,
while having the opportunity to live with three
other guys in a house setting. It is also nice to be
in a place where there ore constantly guests and
students here to hong out and have funl
"-Jo you eruoy living. in the theme h.ouse?
~Y .£njoy liVing In this theme house
~ere anything else that I should know about the theme houses?
~re~e !bey are one of the best ideas that Whitworth has come up
with because of their unique position as on-coropus housing in on off-
campus setting, where you can get the benefits of both.
"David DoIphoY is a resident af the Swimming Theme House.
£
oSophie Merwick.
House or apartment? House
How muchdo you personally pay for rent per
month? $320
How much do you pay on average for utilities per
month? about $50
How much do you pay for cable and internet?
$20
How much would you estimate you pay for food
a month? $200
Do you drive to campus? Yes
How much would you estimate you spend on gas
per month? $60
Do you like living off campus more than living on
campus?
I have more freedom lo cook whot I want.
However, it is very difficult to maintain community
when you aren't living on campus and don't see
your friends every meal. My roommates and I have attempted to fix
this by hosting 'game nights' and family dinners.
'Scohe Merwick is 0 junior who lives off-campus
Trevor Nelson
House or apartment? Duplex
How muchdo you personally pay for rent per
month? $260
How much do you pay on average for utilities per
month? like $30-$40
How muchdo you pay for coble and internet?
I think it works aut to like $15 a month per person
or less. I om nor really sure about all the money
stuff sinceGeller pays the bills and he tells me
whae lowe.
How much would you estimate you pay for food
a month? $50-$100 a month
Do you drive to campus? Yes, even rhough I live
right dawn the street.
How much would you estimate you spend on gas
per month? $20
Do you like living off campusmore thon living on campus?
I love living off campus. It has made me feel way more independent,
and has forced me to mature a bunch. I know that I have to buy
groceries or I won't eat, mow the lawn or it will look like crap, shovel
the snow or get my socks wet walking to the car. I also like the fact
that I can sit in my recliner in front of the TV watching cable and drink
a beer, and no one will run through screaming, blast rheir music, or do
anyrhing else to make my night less enjoyable.
'Trevor Nelson is a iunior who lives off-campus
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Right: Nicholas Sironaa welcomes
students to the dance performance.
Photo by Nate Chute
Below: Tanmo "Disco' claps along to
one or numerous songs performed.
Photo by Thomas Robinson
Bottom: Gabriel Odthiambo. "1Smile
Too:' plays a stringed instrument
native to Kenya.
Photo by Nate Chute
�aasaiculture viSit)
Body point, chanting, lumping and
dancing overtook the crowd and stage,
but this was no sporting event.
On September 29, a former
Whirwarth visiting schoiar, Nlchoias
Srorkc. returned to Whitworth With
his Maasai Donce Troupe as they
performed "The Coming of the Niiotics,"
The Maasai Donce Troupe is a group of
ten Moasoi and LUG villagers who travel
the United States, honoring tl-eir deep
Kenyan history and cultures through their
performances.
ThISevent included aspects of tribal
culture, including unique chants and
coils, many of which are still used for
ceremonies to this day.
"Being from Kenya, it was very
refreshing to see them perform, Although
I've done many of the dances myself
and hove seen them before, each time it
gets better," said freshman Eric Girangu
Rick Hornor, faculty director of service
learning, the man responsible for bringing
the troupe back to Whitworth also
recently returned from studying the tribe
in Kenya.
"It was important for them to come
to Whitworth because it oiiowed the
community to view the world from
different persons' points of view, and
makes rhe world a smaller place with
some of the similarities between our
cultures," said Hornor
"The universality of a mother's tender
lave, which was really shawn by the
lullaby," was one such similarity Hornor
noticed
Senior Jessica Porter also saw rhe
significance. "My favorite part was the
Maasai lullaby that one of the ladies
sang while holding a fake baby. It was
very soothing to everyone," she said.
The Troupe's performance raised
awareness of the needs of Maasai
tribe, With much of rhe funds raised
going srraight to young gills of the
tribe
"I think It's cool to watch the dance if
you ever get the chance," said Gitangu.
Story by Mart l.uttre]


and studen
During the third weekend in Odober, able to engage the parentsand receive
Whitworth studentsand their parents affirmation and oppreciohon for what
came together for two days filled with they do every day,"AssistantDean of
fellowship and excitement The tradition Student Doyna Coleman said Parentshod
of Parents'Weekend hasgraced on opportunity to go to clossand were
Whitworth for many years as it allows able to meet professorsand conversewith
familiesthe opportunity to seewhat other parents.
their child'slife lookslike away [rom Parents'Weekend was important for
home. underclassmenparentsbecauseit gave
Students,on the other hand,hod them the opportunity to spend time with
the opportunity to show off their living their studentand also allowed them to
space,eat somethingother than campus become more conneded with Whitworth.
food, and take a break from their busy Although freshmenvalue their freedom,
schedulesto spend time with family. "I at timesthey con also become homesick.
love when my momcomesup here for FreshmanPatrickKenney'smomJennifer
Parents'Weekend, shecon see how I praisedWhitworth's efforts by saying that,
live and how my life haschanged since "Theweekend helpsus,as parents,to
high school."seniorMackenZie Berke understandwhat our son isgoing through
said and allows usto take a step bock and let
On Saturday morning,parents himmake hiSown choices"
had the opportunity to listento one Theweekend come to a closeas nearly
of sixdifferent mini-collegesessions 1,000 parentsand studentsworshipped
presentedby someof Whitwarth's finest together in Cowles Auditoriumon Sunday
faculty. "The faculty lovesto ledure morning.
for the mini-collegesbecausethey're Story by EricoSchroder
Top: Playing her violin is Jesse Fishburn
for the morning worship service.
Bottom: With anticipation. parents recieve
their registration packets during check-in
at the HUB.
Photos b Thomas Robinson
h neconnIrate
Homecoming Week whizzed
by as students beamed with
pride; showing support for dorm
royalty, Whitworth athletitics and
other activities
Thisyear ASWU took on
something new each day by
representing four charities,
giving students an opportunity
to donate food, clothing, money,
and personal hygiene products
to those in need Monday
through Thursday a different
color to represent the charities
they donated to,
Monday, students wore red
and donated to Second Harvest
Food Bonk
Tuesday, students sported
yellow to help raise money for
the Ronald McDonald house,
Black was the color on
Wednesday and students
brought clothing donations to
support the Arc of Spokane,
On Thursday students wore
white and supported Iraq-bound
soldiers by donating personal
hygiene products
Friday, students continued
showing spirit by decking
themselves out in pirate gear as
they prepored" for the weekend's
excrlernenl That night 180
students packed into Quail Hall
shoIde s
for a sold-out formol banquet,
another Homecomong first
Homecoming Week's biggest
event, drawing students,
faculty, alumni,and friends
was the Pirate football game
against Pacific Lutheran, "The
Homecoming game is on
Incredible tradition, There's a
history of our team represented
In the fans at the game that is
unique to that specrhcweekend,"
senior football player Ryan
Marshall said
At half-time, royalty showed
off their dazzling apparel in the
duct tope fashion show, In the
end, the Ballard, Schumacher,
and McMillan representatives
Isaac Lutz and Janna Silvis were
crowned the king and queen,
Fans roared as Whitworth
defeated the Lutes28-2t
advancing Whitworth to a 4-1
record for the season,Silvis
looked bock on the week
and said "Irn glad I took port
because it made me step out of
my comfort zone"
Participation from students
mode a real difference,
"Homecoming was a huge
success," senior Janae Brewster
said
Story by Erico Schader



rop: rtewanan Cruo President
Andrew Inouye and member
Brento Murakami prepare ingredi-
ents for the Lomi Salmon.
Bottom: A youn~ ~irIfrom the
Spokane community experiences
Hawaiian hospitality from the dub
members who taught
children how to hula hoop.
Photo by Nick Elliott
uoents brinto hawaiia
s irit to s oI\ane
Cheers and howls erupted from
the bleachers as the girls, dressed In
traditional Toluton garb, shook their hips
to the increasing tempo of the drums
"I was laughing a lot," said freshman
Kelle-r Ferenc. one of three girls who
performed the Tolutcn dance Oleo. of
the audience reaction. Forero who has
been dancing since she was five, wonted
to be In the luau to reflect an POCIfic
Islander culture. A basketball plover.
Fanene sod. "[t was good to show
people what they wouldn't expect I was
capable of"
Fonene practiced the traditional
Hawaiian and Tahitian dances with the
other stucenl dancers for six weeks. The
week before the Luau, rehearsals Iosted
three hours each night And for the first
time, Whitworth professors were dancing
alongside the students. "The decision to
include professors this year was an ideo
we got from seeing other schools' luaus,"
Hawaiian club president and senior
Andrew Inouye said
The Luau is made possible each year
by support from parents of Hawaiian
club members and by donations from
local businesses The goods, costumes, and
flowers must be imported from Hawaii to
Whitworth The food which is prepared by
club members, includes Hawaiian favorites
such as Kalua pig, Iomi salmon, ond of
course, fresh pineapple.
The Luau has been a much-anticipated
event for 38 years now. Inouye said that
planning for the Luou starts the day after
the previous luau and preparation begins
in December, approximately five months
before the actual event. This year's theme
was "Spread the Aloha" Inouye said, "The
spread of aloha is a major thing for Hawaii
It's what we're all about"
Inouye said the Luau is important to
Whitworth because "it brings the spirit
of Hawaii to such 0 different place" He
said it's an event that students won't want
to missbecause of the great food and
entertcrrnerd. The luau provides a cultural
opportunity in a fun package to students
every year. And of course, you have to try
the poi.
a nj(Xhtof
celeoratiOn
The American Cancer Society
estimated that 7.6 million
people died from cancer last
year. Whitworth students and
staff joined the fight against the
rapidly growing disease
On April 18,2008,
Whitworth's Colleges Against
Cancer Club hosted Relay for
Life, a national event put on by
the American Cancer Society to
raise money for cancer research.
Students, faculty. and family came
together in teams to not only fight
bock against this disease, but to
also celebrate those who have
fought to survive and honor those
who have passed One member
of every team is required to be
on the track, in the Fieldhouse.for
the entire 15 hour event.
"Thisevent is an excellent
way to meet others that share
the same passionsand spend
the evening honoring those
who have survived: said junior
Caitlin HimmeL Thisyear's
event included an opening
ceremony with Roberta Wilson
and Terry McGonigal shoring
their own experiences with the
life-threatening disease and how
their trust in God assisted them
in their treatment. The survivor
lop, which included ten survivors.
set the moad for the evening,
leaving teams inspired to bottle
the disease year round
"I hope thot. this event showed
people that this is not just a
one-night party. Thisdisease
impacts everyone's lives 365
kJl!-
days a year: said Reloy for
Life Event Chair junior Sarah
Ozanne. "Students at Whitworth
are becoming aware that this is
not a disease reserved for the
elderly or the weak--instead that
it has threatened the lives of their
peers
The luminaria ceremony began
at 10:30 pm. Participants
were allowed to decorate a
white bag to show their respect
for those who survived were
fighting, or had lost their battle to
cancer. "With over 300 bags.
it helped participants visually see
that this disease has effected
sucha large percentage of the
population: said Ozanne.
The rest of the night was spent
rejoicing for those who had
beaten the disease. Musicians.
a live DJ, hulo performances and
lessons,a magic show, rnovie,
and morning worship helped
sustain the high level of energy.
The atmosphere celebrated the
hard work teams hod put into
raising funds and awareness for
the American Cancer Society
while meeting others that share
the same passions. "I especially
enjoyed the live performances
and energy drinks: said freshman
Amber Lewey after long
boarding around the track for a
few hours.
The 2008 Reloy for Life raised
over $18.000 dollors for cancer
research.
Story by Nikki Warner

Top: Michael HaITi and Zach parser
laugh at the crowds reponses while
drawin~ names for the 5J raffe!.
Bottom: Eric Vanderheyden raps
during the talent portion of the Mr.
Whitworth compeition.
Photos by Thomas Robinson
Maddison Colvin focuses in~
tently on filivinfila henna tatoo
at the Artist's Guild booth. sprin<ofestprofits ~o to
second harvest foOO be .....
The sun shining, brightly colored
balloons blowing in the air, live music, and
tables upon tables 01 food, crafts, and
activities Sounds like a typical day at the
fair rather than a Saturday morning ol
Whitworth, Bur Springiest was anything
but typiccl. and hundreds 01 students took
part in this year's festivities.
Sophomore John Dorrenbacher
was most surprised "o- just how many
people showed up." Dorrenbacher was
a transfer student this year, and rhought
that Springiest "was pretty sweet The
weather and booths are all nice, and my
favorite part was the music."
Another new student to the Springiest
experience was freshman Colin Sanders
who could best describe Springfest In
three words: ~Music, food, owesomeress."
Springiest was an annual ASWU
sponsored event that occured near
the end of the school year consisting
of games, live music, a Mr. Whitworth
contest, food, and numerous booths set
up by dorms and clubs Mr Whitworth
was much like a female beauty pageant,
with a mole from each dorm on campus
competrng for the htle 01 Mr, Whitworth,
This year's contest consisted of a question-
and-answer session, a swimwear contest,
a ecleto sack race, and concluded with a
talent portion. Though there were judges
present, It was ultimately decided by
the crowd that Ireshmon Ben Everett of
Stewart would be rhis year's winner.
Each booth had something unique to
offer, such as "tackle the guy in th"ebox,"
fried Oreos, and make your own tie-dye
bandanas. In order to take part, students
hod to buy tickets, with the money directly
benefitting each club or dorm The tickets
were priced ol 50 cents each, which
pleased Sanders. "Springfest was so much
fun because it was very inexpensive, and I
was able to be with my friends before we
leave for sunrrer" said Sanders.
Senior Ozzie Crocco, a veteran of
rhis event, also enjoyed this year's festival
because if allowed him to "see what other
people ore doinq an cornpus. And I really
liked that so many people come to hang
our."
Crocco described this year's event best
when he said "lt's a time of hot weather,
sweet booths, and chilling with lilelong
friends" Story by Matt lutre]
In the Book of Acts seven
people were appointed to
serve amidst the racial tension
of the early church.This is
where Whitworth's Act Six
program getst its name. A total
of 40 students hod been port
of the program prior to the
2008- 2009 schoal year
The high retention rate
of the program showed
its effectiveness. Last yeor,
Whitworth sow the first group
of Act 6 students groduate.
Each closswas given 0 number,
ond a Cadre. Seeing Codre
Two moke it through showed
that thiSwos 0 program that
would continue yeor after year.
The Act Six students
invalvement on compus added
to the success."Leadership is
an importont component to the
whale schalarship,"ASSistant
Deon of Interculturol Student
Affairs Esther Louie said. "Even
if ifs not public leadership,
there are still woys to lecd"
Act Six schalars are seen as
engaged in activities and
ofkes at Whitworth. Positions
included Activities Coordinotar
iunior Vi Nguyen, Sports Events
Coordinotor iunior Obe
Quorless and Cultural Events
Coordinator il1f1iorMichelle
Bess.Clubs oround campus
suchos the Black Student Union,
Gospel Choir ond the Hawaiian
Club were greatly affected by
several Act Six scholars.
Most specilicolly. the senior
classof Act 6 scholars,Codre
Two, gained recognition during
their time at Whitworth. Senior
Jermane Easterlin was named to
the ESPN Academic AII-District
VIII footboll teom in 2006.
Three senior scholars,Victoria
Trong, Mary Bulega and Yazmin
Valdes ogreed with Multicare
Health System to return home
to Tocoma and work In full-time
nursing positions and summer
internships.
Meanwhile, Cadre Six
students Visited campus to see
the work of current scholars."All
the previous cod res welcomed
us like brothers ond sisters,"said
Cuong Le,0 visiting schalar.
"Thisvisit we tried to bring
them forward and get them
connected," Louie explained.
By the time these students
return to Whitworth in the Fall,
the Act Six program Will have
proven itself by graduating a
second classof schalars.With
hope the Act 6 legacy will see
many more Cadres to pass
through.
Story by JessePrlchord
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Top: Screaming at the computer is
junior Tyson Motsenbccher
with his Young Life boys
Bottom: The Drive Inn. located on
Whitworth Drive. houses many Young
Life leaders who love their ministry as
evidenced by one residents laptop.
Photos by Erica Nesbitt
Pilling the chapel with song and prayer are the students who attend Tuesday night Hosanna.
For some 150-200 students. Hosanna was an opportunity to pray and worship with fellow
classmates and talee a break from the norma! home-cora routine. Led by Ben Brody. a music
professor. two teams of students rotated every other weela to lead the worship. Hosanna
offered lots of variety. Some weehs there was ogroupprayer and worship. other weeks there
were theme verses on which all the songs and prayer were based, while others were prayer
nights for specific concerns or organizations. Hosanna was an oasis for many of the students
on campus.
Shrieks of hysterical laughter fill the air
Twelve junior high schoolers race through the
campus dorms, through the HUB and then it's
to the other buildings all In the name of a
Young Life scavenger hunt It's certainly not
an uncommon experience to see on campus
You hear the words "Young Life" and
multiple ideas or associations may run
through your brain, dragging you to a
variety of conclusions. Perhaps you were
familiar with it in high school or have just
heard the term passed around campus as
many times as you've twisted your ankle on
a pinecone
Senior Graham Monteleone had
never been involved with Young Life until
coming to Whitworth, but has now been a
devoted leader for three years. He broke
the outreach ministry down into four "C'
categories'
"First is Club, a fun and safe place for
any kid to come and hear the gospel.
Second is Campaigners which are small
groups of high schoolers who are mentored
by a leader where they can dive deeper
into the Word," Monteleone said "The third
part is Contact Work which is a fancy way
of saying leaders go to where kids are.
Leaders are at the school, watching students'
games, chaperoning their dances, etc... and
finally there is Camp. There are 16 Young
Life camps spread out across the nation
reach out.
where kids spend a week having fun, listening
to the gospel and growing deeper in their
knowledge of Christ through cabin time and
community"
With all the benefits and rewards that
come with being a Young Life leader,
Monteleone admits that being a leader can
be highly challenging, espeoollv with the load
of being a full time student. He also· pointed
out that, "some kids will never know Christ,
that's inevitable, and as much time, money
and love as you pour into them it's hard
to keep going when you see no change in
their life." Monteleone then paraphrased 1
Corinthians by saying, "someone plants the
seed, and others water it and then someone
else reaps the fruit, so you never know which
person you are.
The hours are long and the leadership
team is entirely comprised of volunteers, but
every week teams of college students are
pouring their time, money and energy into
all types of high schaal students all to show
them the u-ccrch-tonollove of Gmst. "I think
my favorite memory was when one of my
boys told me he wanted to [volunteer at a
Young Life camp for a month] serving other
high school kids who don't know Christ,"
Monteleone said. ~Just seeing how for God
had brought him and how he had taken his
faith into his own hands I've never been so
proud" Story by Lindsay Darbonne

Spokane !commonly mispronounced Spa Cain) may occasionally seem like a very
undesirable place to live, yet after considering the ample variety of activities available here
in every season it is clean Spokane is actually a very exciting place to call home.
Need convincing? Perhaps we should take a closer look ..
FAll- The time of year when Whitworth students flocked back to school with
enthusiastic hopes for the coming year. At this point some students might still have
considered studying a pleasant octfvity, however for those of you who disagreed
you might have:
Taken an expedition out to Greenbluff
Locoted at the base of Mt. Spokane, Greenbluff was a convenient 10-15 minute drive
from Whitworth. Though open all year round, fall ocuvdes an the forms
include hay rides, tractor rides, on apple festival, pumpkin picking, corn mazes,
pony rides, and petting zoos. Not only that, but specific farms featured home-baked
delicious apple pies.
Hit the trails
Though Spokane is a thriving metropolis, it anly takes a few miles in
the cor to reach the great outdoors. Some particulorly popular hiking
hotspots included Mt. Spokane (three to five miles of trails that lead to the summit,
which offered a spectacular view of Spokane and the surrounding areal, Dishman Hills
[though in the heart of Spokane this four mile hike was a quick refresher of nature's
beootv] and rhe little Spokane River (similar to the lost location, thiSone was within city
limits and it followed the river with bending, green trolls]
WINTIR - Oh the snowl Besides the obvious holiday activities prior to Christmas
vacation there were plenty of indoor activities to keep you warm and busy.
Harness up and go rock climbing
Wild Walls, an indoor rock climbing gym Iocoted in downtown Spokane, was the
perfect Way to stay out of the cold and still get some fun exercise. All climbers, beginner
or expert, were challenged by the various routes housed In the Wild Walls gym.
Pottery Painting
There were plenty of ceramic pottery painting locations all across town lPoke-a-dot
Pottery, Whimsical Wheel, and Color Me Mine to name a fewl Students could enjoy a
fun afternoon with some friends or a sweet date with the S.O. and make someone's ,,_.1~_..II:::!!!=
Cb-strrcs or Valentine's Day special with a mug painted by you. ~
SPRING - As rhlSyear's endless winter stretched on for studious
Whitworthians, many needed some revitalization once the sun did arrive in late April.
Go for a picnic in Manito Park
Located on the South Hili off of Grand, this park was one of the oldest and lo-qest in
Spokane and was home to over six large gardens including the RoseGarden, Japanese
Garden, and lilac Garden. Each garden was filled with vibrant colors and there was a
small cole in the center of the park called "the Park Bench" that is perfect for a yummy
ice cream cone
Grab your tennis shoes and same buds for Bloomsday
Always an the {irst Sunday in May, Bioomsday attracted over 50,000 pcrhciponts.
Now one of the largest competitive/noncompetitive races in the nation, Spokane's 7.5
mile course was a tradition for Spokane residents and Whitworth students.
Story by Emmily Eisenrich
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I wor i~prove
secnn
An outsider on the Whitworth
compus might think students had
some kind of miroculousobllity to
open doors with the wave of 0
handbog.
New ID cards were issuedby
school security in October 2007.
Thesecords come Iooded with
a variety of conveniences.The
cords contained 0 microchip with
a unique number and only need
to be passed over 0 sensor pod
at the cafeteria, rather than being
swiped like a credit card The
new cards allowed students to
unlock their residence halls without
a key, and were utilized at other
on-compus facilities suchas the
library and the fitness center
Although the new systemwas
implemented to increase campus
security, there was some initial
opposition
As a security feature. after a
residence hall door is held open
for a certain length of time, the
system In the door soundson
alarm Students argued that this
alarm might discourage people
from holding the door for others
And as With any new program,
there were kinks to be worked
out. Some students noticed that
once the alarm feature was
activated It would sometimesnot
stop sounding even after the door
was shut.
Several students experienced
problems with their meal plans
when using thElirnew cords
at the ccreterto. Manager of
EnVironmentalHeolth, Safety, and
Security, Morisha Hamm said.
60 kJu
"Initially the access cords were
printed with a bar code system
to allow Sodexho, librory and
fitness center to utilize their old
bar code systemswith the new
cards. The bar codes printed
incorrectly, and therefore the
Sodexho, library, ond fitness
center systemshod to be
updated"
Students also appreciated
that the ID cards allowed them
to enter any dorm during the
daytime Before. students were
given keys that would only open
the residence holl in which they
lived
Stewort was the last dorm to
receive the new system because
a problem of fitting it with their
glass doors had to be addressed
first. Stewart resioent freshmen
Nicki Dyer was excited to test
out the new card system while
visiting friends in other dorms
"Everyone else was lust [swiping
their cards] and they were
through their doors while we
were still fumbling With keys" The
issuewas eventually resolved
as the aluminumon Stewart
Halls' doors was thickened to
accommodate the security system
Once these initial problems
were overcome, students agreed
that the new ID systemwas
beneficial. The cards helped issues
of compus security by limiting
access to dorms to students,
Without cousing a lossof a sense
of community
Story by Michaela Allen
Sensors were installed across the Whitworth
campus to allow students access to their
residence halls and other buildings.
ltter cald of the Poche Northwest can put
a damper on positive attitudes. A new environment
could change on experience for the worse, but not
for junior Iveth Canales. instead, the new Wh,fworth
environment stimulated her to excel
Growing up in the small villoqe of Los Uvos
in Honduras meant only being provided with an
ed n through ele-nentorv schaal. Canales knew
wo-ted to further her educohon and moved
City to study at junior high, and was then
to a business high school for three years
Igh schaal pored her up with Juno
chievement Honduras. This program pairs potential
businessmanagement majors with professionals in the field. The
Honduras branch was founded by Whitworth alumna Sheila
Maak. Maak and Canales immediately formed a bond which
has only grown stronger as they have encouraged each other i
their respective journeys.
Canales won many awards for businesscompetitions, travel
ocross Latin America to do so. After graduating high school, s
applied and received a lob with Junior Achievement Hondura
assist with their high school programs. However, her appetite
education was not yet satiated.
In the spring of 2005, after a long search for sponsorshipsa
scholarships,Canales lived with Maak in New Jersey to prepor
for the TOEFFLexam, which IS an English-language test required
for all International students who come to Whitworth. Finally, oft
Tre tray tumbles in surreal slow motion as tre dull thud of t
the harshcrashing of shattering plates echoes above the evenl
students.Applause breaks out, signaling that one more st t
closer to 'officially' graduating.
Fram the moment they step on campus,Whitworth stu ts
to complete three traditions, dubbed the Little Three The radl
from emborrassing to romantic. Before students step off it
as graduates they are supposed to have dropped their t ay I
They should also have caught a 'Virgin pine cone' and r I
engagement ring by the spring of their senior year, 'ring y~ •..
Tre most common tradition completed is also the noisie t. pi
tray in Sago comes complete with a cacophony of shottering
splattering food Suchoccasionsare marked by applause f~
an event that freshman Sarah Glady already experienc. ,
·1got a standing ovation: Glady said. ·Then people rJshed to
clean up" Despite the potential emborrassmeny,Glady , ld the
well as the assistancefrom others, took the emborrassment away. "'
being horrified, I knew I was one step closer to graduati .. Glady said
In addition to dropping their tray dramaticolly, student areSUIPPflSeC
catch a 'virgin pine cone', However, despite the vast qual;fify of pinl;l
lying on Whitworth campus, catching one before it tou the ground
no easy task, It can even be a little poinful, as freshman J dan Feddes can
testify. ·I've been hit on the head by two pinecones,and didn't catdh either
of them: she said.
The final port of the Little Three is regarded as tre mo t romantic, and
perhaps one of the mast controversial. Students are supp<Qsedto have a ·rlng
by spring" of their senior year - in other words, be enga~ or married by
the time they graduate. Senior JessicaBenscoter, wha married her husb6nd
Matt in the fall of 2007, said the tradition didn't impoct heir decisiOn to get
married
·1think it's a funny tradition, personally, but I think for a t of people ifs a
reality: Benscoter said.
Benscoter said she felt the tradition could influencea s denfs decision
to get married, even though it didn't affect hers.·1do thirlk tte 'ring before
spring' tradition inadvertently puts pressureon couples to ~t engaged:
Benscoter said. •Marriage is precious and it is something ,hat changes your
life--for better or worse. lt's important to make sure you really want to get
engaged"
Despite the popularity of the Little Three, finding someane wha has
completed all three traditions is a rare occurrence. Many people can only
claim having completed one or two, if any,
·I've rotdone any of trem: senior Victoria Hiller said. JuniorChrISta
also said she hasn't completed any of the Little Three eit
the talk of them is big, but I don't think as many people
to think."However, talk about the three tasks still remai
of tre Whitworth tradition. Story
6~U-


The good old "my dog ate my homework" excuse has been passed down
through the ages, from student to student and generation to generation.
But in the continually advanCIng day and age come more erective. yet
somewhat ridiculous, excuses. Teachers have been subjected to this
phenomenon for years and Whitworth professors were no exception.
"I've had hundreds of dead grandmothers In my 20 years of teaching I'm
beginning to worry that grandmas are
on endangered species," said Professor
Pamela Parker. Grondmothers seemed
to be one of the more popular
excuses among students. As a
grad student at Indiana University,
Professor Gordon Jackson encountered a
"I'n beroinincoto
worru that
rorandnas are an
endanroered species."
- Kiener
"student who couldn't make It to class because her grandmother
needed to have an abortion." Grannies were a popular excuse among the
undergrad crowd, but they were by no means the only form of justihcction
students came up with for missing class
"I once found a sticky note on my office door with a message that
said 'Brooke, please excuse my absence today. I cut off my thumb," sold
Professor Brooke Kiener. "When he returned to class he had not actually cut
off his thumb, rother he had a small cut on his thumb from cutting an apple
I referred the student to the syllabus which clearly states that without a
note from a doctor, absences aren't excused." Yet, not all excuses given to
teachers were necessarily exaggerated or completely fabricated
"The croziest excuse [that I've received] was actually true," said Professor
Ginny Whitehouse. "When I was teaching In South Korea, I had two
students ask for excused absences because they had been hospitalized for
going on a hunger strike. All other excuses have paled In comparison"
While students are responsible for coming up with believable excuses,
professors hod to evaluate these excuses in order to respond appropriately.
"Sometimes I wave my 'magic wand' and ask [students] if they're WIShing I
would believe that their excuse is true," said Professor Noelle Wiersma.
The 'dog ate my homework' bit may have retired to the dog pound but
the spirit of the excuse was still alive and kicking at Whitworth.
Story by Robyn Best
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dig I These words might not bring Images of team-
for the Whitworth University volleyball players they
e basic ingredients for the 2007 team. The season
h;at times they Iaoked like they were down. but they
tainly not out. On senior night. the Buc's last match,
e down two games to one. But the Bucs rallied
the next two gomes, winning the best-of-five match
wis & Clark College
only players not expected to return in 2008: setter
css.e Moore. Though their absence would surely be
es for the next year.
f the team, but I think we have a Iat of really strong
a close team; I'mexcited to see how next year turns
Ilibera Bethany Castilleja
ng force of the Bucs' successthis year. Due to the
ummer training camps, practices, and weekend tour-
led that of a family. According to Castilleia, "Our
e ever been on. We really are like sisters."
tic training student who worked with the lady Bucs
''The best port of watching vdieyball was that I felt
overage Whitworth student"
for the playoffs with their 11-14overall [6-10 in the
ey looked toward the future for even greater sue-
d bonds that would last a lifetime
Story by Matthew luttrell
Givin~credit to her teammates, se-
nior Holly Pidings hands out props.
Ridings was one of only two seniors
on the team.
Intently seel:<inogout her target.
junior Jill Sclbreca crouches
to pass a ball.

of soaking in the lost rays of summersun,Whitworth
layers lived in the gym and on the field practicing
increasing their strength and agility, Practice met
on when the team stepped onto the field for ten
s 2007 season,
nlng of the season begon with on attempt to match
GUS year's successful start. However, the Pirates
ed some fine-tuning after losing the season opener
d to win their next game, and the defense posted its
Verne, The team improved throughout the season
ord. and 6-0 record in the Northwest Conference,
most veteran starting lineup head coach John Tully
is group has created it's own legacy, Bringing us
by playing with extreme effort every game, they
istory, but have permanently raised the bar for this
us emotion and a massive amount of effart, lead-
ted the fans' attention down to the lost play The
tuations, which showed in the new school record for
easons With 19, Eleven of those were in 2006 and
d work. on and off the field, Whitworth was denied
tball ployojis. This is the first year since 1998 that
ion was not extended on invitation, and the lost yeor
an automatic bid
Story by Nikki Worner
Senior defensive bach Jay Tully
forcefully tackles his Wisconsin-
Stout opponent. The Bues defeated
Wisconsin-Stout after a dramatic
drive in the final minute of the
game put them up 23-21.
Photo by Nate Chute
After successfuIIy scoring a touch-
down. Sophomore Adam Anderson
joyfuIIy leaps into the arms of
sophomore Jeff Kintner. Anderson
led the league in total rushing yards
for the 2007 season.
Photo by Nate Chute.

Thump.Thump.The rhythmic drumming of her beat-
and pounding feet in her ears was a familiar sound
Shannon Newth as she ran race after race during
crass country season Newth ran all four of her
Whitworth and admitted that she will missthe family
nt that the team provided every year. "Whitworth
untry to me is a family," Newth said "It has been on
nt over the last four years in which I've grown I've
Ily and spiritually through being a port of the team."
am's dedication, hard work, and spiritually grounded
ic that made it on encouraging and tight-knit group.
r competitive meet, the team always strove for excel-
sically and emotionally during the season.
althy group and individual identities. Themen'smotto
ill sellout for each other and buy into the program.
n selves.We will have a competitive desire to com-
re a Band of Brothers. We are champions!"
"As a women's crosscountry team, we are hordcore,
less,confident competitors. We push each other to
ver we leave everything on the course.We are real
unners.'We strive to be gracious winners and losers
tter the outcome. Most importantly, we are Christ-
and enjoy what we do and who we are with.'
n placing third in the NWC Cross Country Champi-
agher and sophomore Dusty Caseria. The women's
ship,gUided by sophomore Jo E Mayer's 10th place
n as a First-Team AII-NWC runner,and Caseria and
am AII-NWC
Story by Lindsay Darbonne
The Womens Cross Country Team
races on Whitworth's Short Course.
Both the men's and women's team
went on to 'Victory aver the
Gonzaga squads.
Photos by' Thomas Robinson
Senior Jese Deitz pulls far ahead of
the competition.

never lust one guy, it was a team effort the whole
lor Lonce Beck sad The teamwork of Whitworth's
cer team allowed them have a record of 15-4-1
2007 season. It also granted them the NWC
e Championship Ten of the players were named
, five earned first team, one second team, and four
honorable mention
disappointing loss In the season opener, and the
teh, the Bucs came bock with a seven-game winning
overtime against Simon Fraser, the Pmtes took com-
got the season rolling, we never looked back" lunlor
ucs continued their winning streak, giving them the
erence with a 2-0 win against Willamette. Senior
oal in the conference game, and another goal came
nior to make this year a memorable one:' Henderson
t Whitworth up for revenge against Puget Sound in
pionshlp
d fans with a thrill, gOing Into double overtime It
overtime that senior Keith Kirschscored the winning
e at Winning the championship Whitworth defeated
time in four years Whitworth has claimed first ploce
ploy in the NCAA Division IIITournament, losingout
iversity of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
NWC Coach of the Year for 2007 Bushey led the
st-servriq coach in Whitworth men'ssoccer history
Ik away with the National Championship, they ore
"I came bock for my final season not really knOWing
ng 15-4-1feeling perfectly content:' Beck sad
Junior Keith Kirsch makes a move
against a Whitman defender. The
Pirates beat Whitman 2-1
in overtime.
In order to seep possession in the
Buc's feet. senior SQye Henderson
soars above the rest. Henderson was
named AII-NWC First Team and
served as this year's captain.
Photos by Nate Chute.
Story by Kelsey Merriman

-breaking looked easy in 2007 as senior and fresh-
er players united to bring the Whitworth women's
its first ever appearance in the NCAA 0111Tourno-
as not lust outstanding individuol players that took
further than it hod ever been It was coming together
Ie that did it
first weekend Whitworth hod two wins, one against
ked Trinity University "To get that big win early in
what we were plaYing far:' Senior Greta Thibodeau
gnificont part in the victories It was only her third
ily Rohde completed a successfulgaol to bring her
five gools Combined with on excellent effort from
inonce over St. Martin's University with a 23-2 shot
on one player Everyone hod their strengths,"fresh-
I far the Pirates.With their excellent record the team
ment.
z In overtime during round one, the Bucs lost to UPS
A tournament. Junior Krista Dietz saved nine shots
t the Pirotes were unable to maintain the lead and
nal teamwork were the fuel that allowed them to
assistsin a season.The seniorshod their opportunity
ssmenprepared far more accomplishmentsin 2008
Ithout the seniors:'said Plumb."We've got some big
Story by JessePrichard
Sophomore defender Miranda
Cosand throws the ball back
into play.
Photo by Erica Nesbitt.
The WiIIamette University \5oa1i<eeper
bloclas junior Kelly Baker. The Pirates
won the contest 1-0. L
Photo by Nate Chute.

•Cross Country Women's Soccer F II S t
Men's Soccer Football Volleyball a par s
FootbaII (8-2. 6-0 NWC)
VoIIeybaII (11-14.6-10 NWC)
Whitworth 12
Whitworth 34
Whitworth 23
Whitworth 49
Whitworth 28
Whitworth 48
Whitworth 24
Whitworth 20
Whitworth 10
Whitworth 34
Whitman Invitational
Willamette Gross Course Race
Whitworth Short Course Invitatronol
PLUlnvrtohcroi
Big Foot lrwdcticrol
Lewis-Clark State Open
NWC ChampionshipsIGFU Host)
NCAA 0111West Regional (L&C Hostl
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 3
Whitworth I
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 1
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 3
Redlands24
La Verne 0
Wisconsin-Stout21
Menlo 0
PacifiCLutheran21
Lewis & Clark 7
Azusa 38
Willamette 17
Linfield 6
Puget Sound 13
Cross Country
M 2nd W 3rd
M,2nd W 2nd
M,lst Wist
M 2nd W 3rd
M 3rd W 3rd
M 4th W 4th
M 3rd W 5th
M 6th W 8th
Coil. of Notre Dame 0
Whitman 3
Rivier0
RussellState 0
Pacific 1
George Fox 3
Willamette I
Linfield 3
Puget Sound 3
Pacific Lutheran3
Whitman 1
lewis & Clark 1
Concordia 3
Poche 3
George Fox 3
Willamette 1
Linfield 3
Puget Sound 3
Pacific Lutheron3
Whitmon 3
Lewis & Clark 2 !
Men's Soccer (15-4-1)
Whitworth I
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 2
Whitworth I
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 3
Wh,rworth 2
Whitworth I
Whitworth I
Whitworth 2
Whitworth I
Whitworth I
Whitworth 4
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 0
Whitworth I
Trinity 2
Southwestern 0
Simon Fraser I [OTI
Cal Lutheran0
POCIf,c0
Linfield 0
Willamerte 0
George Fox 0
Pacific h.tl-eron 0
Puget Sound 2 lOTI
Whirman 1[OTI
Linfield 0
POCIfic0
George Fox 3
Willamette 0
Puget Sound 1[20 TI
Pacific Lutheran I 120TI
Whitman 0
NCAA First Round
Whitworth 2 Gustavus Adolphus I lOTI
NCAA Second Round
Whirworth 0 Wis-Oshkosh 2
Women's Soccer (18-3)
Whitworth 6
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 7
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 5
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 3
Whltworrh 2
Whitworth 0
Whitworth 5
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 2
Whitworth I
Whitworth 4
Whitworth I
Wh,rworth 2
Whitworth 2
Whitworth 3
Whitworth 2
Texas Lutheran0
Trinity ITexasl1
St. Martin's 0
POCIf,c0
Linfield I
Wdlamerte I
George Fox 2
Pacific lutl-eron I lOTI
Puger Sound I
lewis & Clark I
Whitman f
Linfield 1
Pacific 0
George Fox I
Willamette 0
Puget Sound 3
Pacific Lutheran0
lewis & Clark I
Whirman 0
NCAA First Round
Whitworth 2 UC Santa Cruz I [OTI
NCAA Second Round
Whitworth I Puget Sound 2
ing expectations on and off the court, Whitworth's
7-08 basketball team earned multiple recognitions.
straight Northwest Conference championship was
nly thing the team hod to be praud of. Coach
rd won the NWC Coach of the Year award for
d straight season,Ryan Symeswas awarded NWC
the Year, and Colin Willemsen won First Team AII-
what make me get up every day," soid seniar Colin
120 to 150 minuteslong, six days a week. Shooting
ond game strategy consumed practices. In addition
mmitted to personol improvement by taking port In
am. Thishard work was apparent through their tol-
I defense, and consistentlymaking free throws
am to advance to the NCAA Division III Sweet 16
season. They enjoyed a first round bye, then after
und defeated Occidental College in the Fieldhouse
owd "It was very apparent that the energy emonat-
extra bit of strength for the team which aided them
lor Nate Rodland
ason was seeing each guy cut down a piece of the
nship,"said Coach JimHayford Intensepreparation
ecessary to develop a mentally and physicolly tough
th a 21-7 record
Known lor being a smooth shooter
from behind the arch, freshman
David Riley "makes it rain,"
Photos by Nate Chute.
Junior flu8rd Ross NaRamura
tabes it to an opposing defender.
Nakamura was a first-year transfer
in 2007-08 and led the Division III
with the best assist to turnover ratio.
Story by Nikki Warner

Itworth Head Women's Basketball Coach Helen Higgs con-
the 2007-2008 women's basketboll teem she come up
ord to describe her ream.
ere an enigma," Higgs said. "They were a plecscre to coach,
were a puzzle thor was never solved about how to be
rs team finished off the season first in scoring offense in the
Conference, averaging 67.9 points per game. The Bucs
urth place with Whitman College with a conference record
several come-fram-behind wins, by for the most memorable
e was the 76-73 double overtime win against Linfield CoI-
ver led until the first overtime, Junior Alida Bower said the
one, making it the highlight of the season
see the fire in everyone's eyes," Bower said
ere involved in the win: Higgs said "It was a total team
orth rolhes up until the very end of the second half, when
e-polnte- to tie the game up with two seconds left. Bower
t overtime that gave Whitworth their first lead in the game,
f the board. Bower tied the game once more with a two-
aining, and then finished the game with the last two points
Id game was one of the best games she hod ever attended.
r-l that both teams wonted to win it so badly," Mobely said
AII-NWC, said her personal highlight of the seasonwas be-
a knee injury early in the season.
e accomplishments, so getting hurt was a bummer: Bower
he season strongly, averaging 13.5 points and 61 rebounds
th categories. Orwell also earned honorable mention to the
o earn honorable mention, but it also motivotes me to get
t. and often mode jokes with each other. "We're serious for
at, there are a lot of jokes," said Bower, "That's our way of
Forcing her way through the
Puget Sound defense. junior Alida
Bower attempts a shot. Bower was
named First Team AII-NWC even
after sustaining a bnee injury
early in the season.
Photos by Nate Chute
Soaring over the hardwood.
sophomore Natalie Orwell goes for
two. Orwell scored the most overall
points this season on the team.

· - 7:30 a.m. Practice in the pool
- Breakfast
12pm Class
· - Lunch
:pm Class
- 5:15 prn. Practice in the pool
· - op.rn Trainer
Dinner
· - 9JO prn Night doss
can go home and do homework. Thought your college life
itworth swimmer, the NCAA Div. III Northwest Conference
must for this tighHy woven family talented athletes. Mornings
ard to stay awoke in, but the benefits were invaluable and
dory
d to a family environment to which each individual ccotno-
hman Robyn Lewis said that what she loved most about the
e than just close friends; it is family that dedicates every day
are of each other. and having lots of fun!"
n I think of what's behind our team are family, diligence,
r Scott Adams said. Fellow senior Luke Stocker related with
imming as "family, hard work and excellence in the sport of
he 200 yard butterfly, senior Sam Kephart illustrated her
hinking the five Fs.' Kephart said. "Faith Family, Fun, Fitness,
ivision III Swimming and Diving Championships along with
junior Brittany Gresset, freshman Ashley Lecoq and freshman
10th in the notion, the highest Whitworth has ever achieved
onference champions on the team were co-captains for the
ovid Dolphoy.
group of people coming together for the purpose of ere-
e in competition is something that has helped to define my
d iH'
the Pirates. who dominated rhe 2008 NWC Championships
their sixth straight championship, and the women pulled off
efending champions the University of Puger Sound, to take
ad coach, Steve Schade. earned NWC Women's Coach of
thrown into the pool after the meet the swimming equal of
Story by Lindsay Darbonne
Senior Co-Captain Bryan Clarke rgoes
for another win as the first string
breaststrceer for the team.
Photo courtesy of Lindsay Darbonne.
Assistant Coach Kevin WanrgrgiV'es
some helpful advice during a meet.
Photo by Erica Nesbitt

Whitworth 58
Whitworth 76
Whitworth 51
Whitworth 85
Whitworth 83
Whitworth 70
Whitworth 64
Whitworth 62
Whitworth 83
Whitworth 75
Whitworth 86
Whitworth 55
Whitworth 66
Whitworth 64
Whitworth 56
Whitworth 73
Whitworth 49
Whitworth 76
Whitworth 82
Whitworth 57
Whitworth 66
Whitworth 71
Whitworth 54
Whitworth 81
Whitworth 45
Baruch University 74
Concordia 68
Lewis & Clare St. 93
l.Iniv. of Great Falls 61
Northwest 82
UC Santa Cruz 43
Eastern Oregon 69
Montana Tech 79
Unto. of Great Falls 73
Linfield 70
Willamette 77
Lewis & Clarb St. 70
Pacific Oregon 53
Pacific Lutheran 81
Puget Sound 65
Whitman 65
Ceorqe Fox 65
Linfield 73 (20T)
Willamette 71
Lewis & Clara St. 69
Pacific Oregon 68
Pacific Lutheran 62
Puget Sound 64
Whitman 76 (OT)
George Fox 69
•
Men's & Women's SWimming W' t S t
Women's Basketball Men's Basketball In er par s
Women's Basketball 03-12, 8-8 NWC)
Women's Swimming
Whitworth 156 Albertson College of Idaho 42
NWC Spring Pentathlon: Individual Results
NWC Relays: Relay Team Results
Whitworth 135 Pacific Ore. 46
Whitworth 160 Linfield 39
Whitworth 134 Seattle Llnic. 128
Whitworth 121 Lewis & Clark 84
Whitworth 129 Willamette 65
Husky Invitational. Indioidual Results
Cal. Lutheran Invite: Individual Results
Whitworth 141 Whitman 64
Whitworth 124 Pacific Lutheran 80
Whitworth 128 Puget Sound 77
NWC Championships:
Whitworth 1st of 8 teams
NCAA Dlll Championships:
Whitworth 10th place
Men's Basketball (21-7.12-4NWC)
Whitworth S3
Whitworth 88
Whitworth 90
Whitworth 73
Whitworth 93
Whitworth 85
Whitworth 60
Whitworth 75
Whitworth 70
Whitworth 72
Whitworth 64
Whitworth 61
Whitworth 66
Whitworth 83
Whitworth 85
Whitworth 70
Whitworth 83
Whitworth 77
Whitworth 74
Whitworth 65
Whitworth 76
Whitworth 76
Whitworth 80
Whitworth 73
Whitworth 77
NWC Tournament Final
Whitworth 96
Chapman 56
Caltech 59
Southwestern Ariz. 64
Pomona-Pitzer 45
Redlands 58
UC Santa Cruz 33
Richard Stockton 50
Bndseweter S1. 88
Linfield 77
Willamette 65 (O'I')
Lewis & Clerk St. 33
Pacific Oregon 44
Pacific Lutheran 62
Puget Sound 78
Whitman 68
George Fox 58
UC Santa Cruz 57
Linfield 68
Willamette 82
Lewis & Clara S1. 75
Pacific Oregon 85
Pacific Lutheran 66
Puget Sound 78
Whitman 61
Oecrge Fox 69
NCAA 2nd Round Playoffs
Whitworth 83 Occidental 75
3rd Round Playoffs
Whitworth 67
Men's Swimming
Whitworth 128
NWC Spring Pentathlon:
NWC Relays:
Whitworth 103
Whitworth 136
Whitworth 170
Whitworth 139
Whitworth 132
HusRy Invitational:
Cal. Lutheran Invite:
Whitworth no
Whitworth 140
Whitworth 121
NWC Championships:
Whitworth 1st of 8 teams
Wheaton 76
Albertson College of Idaho 57
Individual Results
Relay Team Results
Pacific Ore. 57
Linfield 69
Seattle Llnic. 92
Lewis & Clara 53
Willamette 45
Individual Results
Individual Results
Whitman 90
Pacific Lutheran 65
Pu~et Sound 84
..hitworth Women's Tennis team found new ways to define
is season, maintaining an excellent record with several per-
hes dUring the year. After losing their first of the year, the
unced right back with back-to-back 9-0 wins Sophomore
negon attributed the successof the team 10 the unity of all
ers. "Getting along with each other wasn't even an issue
new how to get along and have fun."
Jo Ann Wagstaff was also a cnhcol part of the team's
he selection of women tl-is year allowed Wagstaff to ex-
dng to Sophomore Rachel Burns. "She's relaxed but has a
ved to be a dangerous opponent even in her first year for
me winning streak in singles matches. Alongside top singles
pair dominated the court in their three away games
eshman Alexandria Harrington took the first position for the
tarted the season with wins In the doubles matches before
Hays teamed up wi1h Slaudinger for doubles matches. The
rd in matches.
yed the Whitworth crowd's enthusiasm for their team and
as pirates waved a black prote flag and cheered even
he Linfield Wildcats "Even though we lost, we still had team
II 14-11and 10-6 NWC record Senior Scott Donnel and
scores in singles matches, and the senior-freshmon pair cre-
les matches, with a six-win streak and a 9-4 record. Even
Iy of underclassmen, the men claimed fourth place in the
nference.
man Henry Williams, senior Eci Anegon and freshman Brian
r UPSan April 4th. With the help of sophomore JoshSleele,
ainst UPS to finish the day with a score of SIXmatches to
ay the PlrOtes failed to claim a victory agains1 Willamette
in the NWC Tournament.
n and Donnell. 'They bath gave everything they had and
college career It was a high note for our seniors to send
Kellen Oetgen.
Story by JessePrichard
Senior Taryn Smith prepares a
biogserce while doubles partner
Sophomore Rachel Burns stands
ready. The pair ended up win-
ning the match 9-7.
Photo by Thomas Robinson.
Using both hands, senior
Scott Donnell powers
through a return.
Photo by Peter Labberton.

bad weather didn't stop the Whitworth men's and
oIf teams from achieving what they considered to be
ir most accomplished seasons yet.
ms got off to a great start in the fall as the women
a first place win and the men a fourth place win at
ne Cup Later on they matched off in the NWC North
t in Tacoma, Wash, ond both teams picked up a first
ve a lor of fun together, as we've grown an opprecio-
orne a big competitor within our league," sophomore
ing sport, ond head coach Warren Friedrichs offered
aSClnatlng game - it's like the chess of board games; it
iety of skills to master with both a physical and mental
id
e still remained the most challenging part, senior ond
m Jordan Carter sawall his hard work over the last
ortuntv to go and compete in the notional tournament
said The national tournament took place in Flarida ond
chnlCOllty
a challenging sport and could be difficult to explain
58 they don't realize how difficult it really IS mentally,"
ms ccrs'dered the challenges brought on by the game,
"Patience is important because a lot of times things
au wont," Golf happens to be a complex sport: "Golf
in that the perfect game has never been played and it
s,' said Corter
omplexity of the game, "You can never be perfect and
always room for improvement," she said
seasons on a high note as they both picked up second
t. The women competed In Sisters, Ore, and the men
Story by Erica Schrader
Concentrating on her putt, sophomore
Mariesa Stombaugh closes out the
season at the NWC Tournament. while
her teammates leola on. The women's
team placed second overall.
Photo courtesy of Manesa Stombaugh.
At the Spokane Country Club.
freshman Sean Thompson tees off on a
rare sunny day.
Photo by Nate Chute.

high," said Sophomore Cody Stelzer when asked
goal was at the beginning 01 the season,
e did iust that, Stelzer, along with teammate
re EmmanuelBofa, mode the trip to Ohio for the
ivision III Indoor Track and Field Nationals where
d 6' 9.75" to claim second plcce Bofa also did
ing fifth in his heat in the 800 meters. Stelzer
the trip to nationals was a "hoot" with Emmanuel
ven said, "I really wasn't that nervous"
the men's track and field team hod numerous
r Ben Spaun In the 110 high hurdles, junior Kory
re Jeff Kintner In the shotput. The mens'hard work
t result of their motivation.
ur motto is Perfection. It comes from Matthew
y Father IS perfect.' We strive for perfection. We
ursue it."
through to the end of the season, where they
ce title In Men's Track and Field, their first since
rdles, the 400 hurdles,and also led off the win-
prise when Spaun was named the 2008 NWC
nior Brandon Howell, lunior Joey VanHoomissen,
to Whitworth's score with first ploce finIShesin
to the team's first place honors, Schwarz was
pionshlps. the men took third place behind Me-
nd Bolo won the 800 meter run, Stelzer won
and junior Kory Kemp threw their lifetime best in
vely, Bolo and Stelzer were the first two Pirate
les.
Story by Abby Langbehn
.1
ORGEFOX.11 ;-
I~rj",n g
NWC Outstanding Men's Athlete,
senior Ben Spa un. races in
the 110 high hurdles at the
Northwest Conference meet.
Photos by Thomas Robinson.
Exerting every effort, junior Joey-
\7anHoomissen heaves the javelin to
claim fourth place in the Northwest
Conference.

the 2007-2008 school year started, freshman
Mattila nervously anticipated track and the hard
sure to come. These expeclolions proved to be true,
nothing that Mattila couldn't handle. In fact, Mattila
rpassed many expectations dUring the season She
notional qualifier In the 400 hurdles and also con-
osted great times for the 100 hurdles, the 4x4 and
s throughout the season
mory from the season Mattila didn't reply with one
she said, "My favorite memory would be the Son
were in DISneyland' She described on Interesting
here she unfortunately got soaked
team and it provioeo another opportunity for the
oach Toby Schwarz hod a good time. He summed it
athletes and two coaches on on eight day bus trip to
oma Nazarene, which included six notional quolifying
Itiple sun burns and a great day at Disneyland"
exceed expectations; the whole women's track and
tern and as a result, finished third at the Northwest
wberg, Oregon. Senior captain Kristen Dormaler
fferent events, the lnple and lang lump, the 100 dash,
nior EnnHarvago and freshman Enco Cox scored In
trach placed in the 800. The combined efforts of 011
ishstrong and as freshman Katie Williams said, "... to
aier said, "Our women's team thiSyear was probably
y time at Whitworth, everyone worked hard and
etty young and everyone has potential to do even
In step with each other. sophomore
Kaitlin Hildebrand and freshman Dana
Misterea run the 1500meter.
Photo by Nate Chute
Senior Jenna Hays takes over the baton
from senior Kristen Dormaier during a
4x400 meter relay.
Photo by Thomas Robinson
Story by Abby Langbehn

e dugout to the dicrnond. Whitworth's 2008 Soft-
made their presence known on and off the field
the team welcomed ten freshman, the season was
y the Impressiveheart and passion of the players
for the team took place in the heat and excitement
t few weeks of school back in September
on Mckenzie Stuby said that while the tryouts were
ng from a freshman prospective, everyone was ex-
players were new to the team, they possessed a
re than made up for their inexperience as collegiate
team was my favorite part of softboll We have so
y best memories are from times when we were iust
ndom things like deaf karaoke, dance parties, and
ed nicknamesthroughout the year that were eventu-
t officially begin until Jon Term, FreshmanShannon
with the girls had tremendously shaped her Whit-
rson so softball was a good way for me to build
pie:' said Corlan,
-headers on both Saturdays and Sundays thraughout
kend consisted of four separate qcmes.
commitment to be crazy, out of my mind, insane
e I have spend practicing and ployinq.'
f head coach Fuzzy Buckenberger, who headed up
2008 softball season made a valuable addtion to
and finished the season with a 16-21, 13-12 NWC
Story by EmmilyEisenrich
Releasing the ball with speed,
freshman Jessica Mangis. throws a fast
one. One of the team's most compe-
tent pitchers. Man~is often pitched
upwards of six innings every game.
Photos by Thomas Robinson.
With feet firmly planted. freshman
Caty Lieselee prepares to swing.
Lieseae was one of eight freshmen
players to join this year's team.

y drove to Lewiston, Idaho, the Whitworth baseball
filled with anticipation and excrlernent for their first
the season They wanted to start their 2008 season
ht way, with a win agaInSt Lewis-Clark State, the
tional champions from the previous year. The Pirates,
a bit, played hard to beat the rap-ranked team
e out with a victory. winning 6 to 5.
an catcher Ben George recalled this game as his fa-
mary. He said, 'We hadn't even played outside yer,
d the potennol we hod for the season"
roughout the season,especially as the PlrOteswere
to overcome Broken wrists and injured arms were
ed to be working hard against the team. Due to the
ed up only ployinq seven games at home. something
slow them down or hurt their team dynamics Sopho-
ke highly of the awesome ream chemlSlry It all start-
on fire in Colfax and we were stranded for hours."
ich in return helped them out on the field And as an
their last home games at home with beautiful sunny
The team ended the season with a record of 11-25.
stepped down after heading up the baseball pro-
ding to a sports release by the Whitworth Athletic
yed my II years as the head coach of the baseball
vel Will always be the biggest supporter of Wh,t-
Story by Abby Langbehn
During a home ogame against Pacific
Lutheran, junior Matt Monahan
slides bach to first base.
Photos by Nate Chute
Anticipating the pitch. sophomore
Dan Belet '!lears up to swin{1.
Photo courtesy oi Jordan Jacobo

•Track & Field Tennis Golf S S
Sofrboll Baseball pring ports
Baseball (11-25.10-18NWC)
v. CoIl. of Idaho L. 27-4
v. Lewis-Clark State W. 6-5
v. CoIl. of Idaho L. 15-6
v. Lewis-Clark State L. 10-2
v. Mayville State L. 5-3
». Lewis-Clark State L. 7-0
v. Puget Sound (DH) W. 6-1: L. 20-1
v. Puget Sound (DH) W. 7-4; L. 11-6
». Linfield (DH) L. 8-6; L. 6-0
». Linfield (DH) L. 4-0: L. 13-1
v. Pacific (Ore.) (DH) W. 5-4; W. 11-9"
v. Pacific (Ore.) (DH) L, 11-3;L. 10-6
v. Lewis & Clark (DH) W. 5-3: W. 11-3
v, Lewis & Clark (DH) L. 14-4;W, 1-0
v. Willamette (DH) L. 9-4; W, 6-5
v. Willamette (DH) W. 6-5; W, 6-5
». George Fox (DH) L. 16-5;L. 17-4
v. George Fox (DH) L. 5-4; L. 9-2
v. Pacific Lutheran (DH) L. 4-0; L. 23-5
», Pacific Lutheran (DH) L. 12-5;L. 15-2
v. Lewis-Clark State L. 5-0
v. Lewis-Clark State L, 14-0
v. Whitman (DH) L, 8-5; W. 7-5
v. Whitman (DH) L. 3-1;W. 15-7
Softball (16-21, 13-12NWC)
v, Concordia L. 7-0
s. Corban L. 8-1
». Northwest Christian W, 8-0
v. Oregon Tech. L. 10-3
». Linfield (DH) L. 9-4; L. 13-3
». Linfield (DH) L. 5-2; L. 13-2
v. Pacific Lutheran (DH) W, 5-4; L. 8-4
v. Pacific Lutheran (DH) L. 4-3: L. 5-4
». Geor€e Fox (DH) W. 13-3;W. 13-0
». George Fox (DH) W. 14-3;W. 6-4
v. La Sierra W, 10-7
v. Wellesley L. 4-3
v. Chapman L. 4-2
v. Claremont-M-S L. 4-2
v. Williams W, 2-1
v. Wellesley L. 4-2
'1. Point Lorna Nazarene (DH) L. 9-1; L. 2-1
v. Pu€et Sound W, 11-6
v. Lewis & Clark (DH) W, 12-4;W, 5-4
v. Lewis & Clark (DH) W. 9-0: W. 2-1
v. Willamette (DH) L. 17-3;L. 6-4
». Willamette (DH) L. 14-4:W, 10-6
v, Pacific (Ore.) (DH) L. 5-0: W. 7-4
v. Pacific (Ore.) (DH) W. 2-1; L. 5-0
Tennis
Men (14-11)
Gonzaga L, 8-1
Lewis-Clark State L, 8-1
George Fox W, 9-0
Pacific (Ore.) W, 5-4
Pacific (are.) W, 8-1
Lewis & Clark W, 8-1
Willamette W, 5-4
Linfield L, 6-3
Puget Sound W, 6-3
Pacific Lutheran L, 8-1
Lewis & Clark W, 7-2
(DH) Whitman L, 7-2; L, 9-0
Cal Lutheran L, 7-2
Whittier W, 6-3
Wis. - Oshkosh W, 5-4
Chapman W, 5-4
Linfield L, 7-2
Willamette W, 5-4
Puget Sound W, 6-3
Pacific Lutheran L, 8-1
CC of Spokane L, 6-3 (Exhib.)
Lewis-Clark State L, 8-1
NWC Tournament
(I st Round) Willamette L, 5-4
(5tb-6th Place) Puget Sound W, 6-3
Men
W,303-348
2nd of 3
4th of 13
I st of 4
2nd of 9
Results
L, 300-301
2nd of 9
Results
Isr of 5
Results
2nd
Women (17-5)
Lewis-Clark St. L, 8-1
Pacific (Ore.) W, 9-0
George Fox W, 9-0
Whitman W, 6-3
Linfield L, 6-3
Willamette W, 8-1
Puget Sound W, 9-0
Pacific Lutheran W, 5-4
George Fox W, 9-0
Pacific (are.) W, 9-0
Lewis & Clark W, 7-2
La Verne W, 8-1
Chapman L, 6-3
Cal Lutheran W, 8-1
Willamette W, 9-0
Linfield L, 5-4
Puget Sound W, 8-1
Pacific Lutheran W, 7-2
Lewis & Clark W, 6-3
Whitman W, 5-4
NWC Toumament
Pacific Lutheran W, 5-4 (Semifinal)
Linfield L, 5-4 (Championship
Golf
Whitman Dual
Spokane Cup (M& W)
Centralia CC Invitational
NWC North Tournament (M&W)
NWC Fall Classic
LCSC Invitational (M&W)
Warner Southern Dual
NWC SPring Classic
Spokane Cup (M&W)
v. Wllitman/PLUIUPSIPacil1c
CCS Bigfoot Invitational
NWC Tournament
Women
NIA
2nd of 3
1st of 7
1st of 4
2nd of9
Results
N/A
5th of 6
Results
N/A
Results
2nd
Track & Field Schedule
wsu Open (Indoor)
Blue and Orange Meet (Indoor)
McDonalds Collegiate Invite (Indoor)
Vandal Invite (Indoor)
McDonalds Open (Indoor)
Red & Black Meet (Intrasquad)
UW Open (Indoor)
WSU Open II (Indoor)
Willarnette Opener
Whitworth Combined Meet
CCS Mini Meet
NCAA Division III Indoor Championships
Dusty Lane Open
Willamette Charles Bowles Classic
Point Lorna Invitational
Spring Break Open
Bue Scoring Invite
Sam Adams Classic
NWC Multi Events Championship
EWU Pelluer Invite
NWC Championships: Men: 1st of 8
Women 3rd of 8
WSU Cougar Invitational
Whitworth Combined Invite
UW Ken Shannon Invitational
Univ. of Idaho Invite
NrAA Division l ll TX.F Charnnionshios Men 'trd in Nation
e rhe protectors of Pirate pride, they are the ones who
thletic sidelinesrain or shine,and they ore rhe ones who
t a privilege ir is to be a Sue
7 -2008 Whitworth cheerleaders experienced some mo-
ns as former head coach Jennifer Linder had to toke on
leave of absence for family reasons. Luckily,experienced
itworth graduate Diona Ithomitisagreed to step in and
am
n were welcomed onto rhe team this year and offered
d voices. The contribution tl-ct the male slu-rrren added
was more corm't-ecl. Theyspent more time and energy
ir passion showed in countlessgames and practices the
chose fa participate in
ing basketball seasonwe were putting in about fourteen
ough it was a lot of cheering if was definitely worth the
sure of cheering at the NCAA 0111tournament game, a
h cheerleaders, "Cheering for the NCAA game was my
owd was very involved," Plumbsaid. "Ir was ps- a lot of
t one of the best perks of cheering was the "on the floor
ame was very memorable, because "Not only was the
d was super ererqetc. spirited and cheered along with
cheering was a significant part of her post. she said she
nd rhe opportunity to be a port of something that repre-
aid that her experience as a cheerleader this year was
re part of the Whitworth community. "I was able to meet
y not have otlorwec.' Turner said
s the chance to be involved: "It'sabout being in front of a
up and participate in the game It is the opportunity to
orrrramtv"
Story by Emmily E,senrlch
At the homecoming football -game,
senior Madeline Kin<2,sophomore
Beckey Strasser, and the rest of the
cheer squad support Whitworth.
Photo by Taylor Zajicek
Stuntmen freshmen Kyle Scott and
grad student Rustam Abdurahmenov
launch Freshman Tanya Turner into
the air. Stuntmen were a welcome
addition to this year's cheer team.
Photo by Thomas Robinson.

t thing lunlor Kyle Hamad thought he would be re-
hen he hobbled into the Athletic Training room dur-
season his freshman year was a vocation. "I could
but fall in love With the atmosphere of the training
how everyone handled themselves." Hamad qUickly
d into the strenuouswork which the athletic training
requires.
c training students were required to start classes as
the program spring semester of their first year. Of
nts were accepted per year. After being accepted
training began along with required coursework. The
different off-campus clinical areas to fulfill the 1200
to graduate. Theseplaces Include phvsicol therapy
Urgent Care.
f experiences so you know what is out there for you
lise Hinrichs.
program, students were assigned to a varsity sports
ted trainer to a team requires extreme responsibility
d away gomes, create rehabilitation programs, work
nd evaluate iniuries And when the day is done, we
e Clark.
ened with the NAT A BOC certification exam which,
Ing Certified Athletic Trainers.Despite the challenge,
te of possing.
than on extracurricular activity or an internship for
which prepared students for the 'real world which
bUilding relationshipswith teams due to their reliance
them healthy
Story by Nikki Worner
Senior trainer Michael Johnston
assists senior ~olf team member Sean
Thompson with personalized stretches.
Photo by Thomas Robinson.
Trainers practice taping athletes
ankles in the training room.
Photo by Thomas Robinson.

shman 15: the inevitable fact that during the first year at col-
students pack on at lees! 15 extra pounds So what obout
? "I joined an intramural ultimate Frisbee team as a freshman
bJ because it gave me a cool thing to bond over last year
uys in my dorm, and it prevented me from just laZily sitting
day studying," sophomore Scott Meek sad
e who plays has a different reason, but most seem to agree
g, "Irs an enjoyable way to compete in friendly competition,
'Meek said
posed entirely of students within the Whitworth community.
oskelboll soccer, and ultimate Frisbee, while dodgeball, ping
naments were also part of the year's program.
Gerig made it his goal ThiSyear to get as many people
articipants rhroughout the year, he felr confident that 'there
student can get excited about something."
er-ts, Gerig instituted numerous new features to Whitworth
k in the fall, Team of the Week during the spring IWith the
sident Bill Robinson), and a new website devoted entirely to
stars" and schedules
the generations of students and alumni from the Okanogan
ot-ord was dedicated on October 11. Its main purpose was
d soccer field starting in the spring. "I think it's great because
dy run into two in the past: Meek said
position, Gerig said 'Im really passionate about sports; I love
ale, and t like working with people'
freshman Dcvrd Lindahl. who felr that "Everyone should give
irninote that Freshman 15" When asked if he rhinks he'll play
Story by Matt Luttrell
Senior Will Hardy takes a jump shot
aver junior Bud Bareither during a
basketball ~ame. Over 1600 students
participated in the various
intramural opportunities.
Photo by Nate Chute
Usin~ the wall for support. freshman
Brandon Wa€ner defends the ball
in the Power League Championship
~ame. The Average Jces won the
~ame and captured the FaIl Indoor
Soccer League crown.
Photo by Thomas Robinson

, nearly every Whitworth University student saw
e basketball court or the football field, not many
a he was. To Pirate fans, he was simply the mas-
w people considered who the person inside the
pirate was. This mystery man and other fans took
sk of riling up the crowd during the football and
ho asked to remain anonymous, was committed to
the team.
a symbal for Whitworth students to rally behind.
me port of the crowd's fury that drove the team to
in turn created a more intense environment for the
eeoed, I was there to fight other mascots, [butl this
s too intimidating for ony others to even make the
uring football season said jokingly.
ys exciting. "Never can you have a dull moment.
r.' the mascot during basketball season said, adding
ching, ready for the next cheer.
stery to the Whitworth fans, giving them the free-
, be silly, and ultimately encourage the team. The
rt of the 2007-2008 sports seasons. Though their
oleo. they didn't need them. The mascot's identity
was all the fans and players would ever need.
Story by Dustin Ferguson
Anyone have a sweet tooth?
The Whitworth Pirate tosses
candy to the Whitworth Pans.
Photos by Nate Chute.
Always the entertainer, the
Whitworth Pirate mascot owns
the opposing team with an
amazing slam dunk. The mas-
cot would often give half-time
shows to inspire the fans.

our, six, elghtl Who do we opprooote? Normally
er to that question would have been the sWift shout
sr' but on enthusiosilc "Go fansi" would not hove
ected Typically, at sporting events the spotlight fa-
the athletes, but with their energized and adrenallne-
heers,Whitworth fans deserved a little appreciation
wn Whitworth fans were the driVing force behind
rts as they chanted ond cheered for their peers on
s at a sporting event is iust knOWing that they are
Keilah Fanere, a member of the women's basketball
em cheer for you when you do something good or
port you:' Fanere said
"a large part of athletics is mental strength, and hav-
u positive and strong is awesome." Ekman was port
until on unexpected Iniury early in the season landed
a new perspeclive of Whitworth athletes and their
ls, crazy, devoted fans were a must and Whitworth
Pmte enlhosiosl. freshman Jacob McCallum thrived
pecdy football games
every home game and for the Homecoming game I
them off," McCallum said
re definitely an important motivator to those on the
eren't the only ones depending on the fans' support
for AWSU, lunlor Obe Quarless would be without
etic event experience for both the athletes and the
detrimental if the fans weren't there" Fortunately,
te athletes never had to worry about,
had its perks, and lave and admiration from the fans
were never left wanting With the Pirate fans behind
ed through to numerausvictories,
Sophomore Eric Vanderheyden
stares down the camera while fans
proudly wave their Pirate flags and
cheer on the team at a football
'€lame in the Pine Bow!.
Emotion reflects excitement as
freshman Jacob McCullum cheers
lor the Bucs basketball teams in the 1
Fieldhouse. Whitworth fans would
regularly paint their faces and
bodies for football, volleyball. and
basketball games.

Emotion reflects excitement as
freshman Jacob McCullum cheers
for the Bucs basketball teams in the
Fieldhouse. Whitworth fans would
regularly paint their feces and
bodies for football. 'Volleyball.and
basketball 'flames.
Sophomore Eric Vanderheyden
stares down the camera while fans
proudly wave their Pirate f1a'2sand
cheer on the team at a football
'2ame in the Pine Bowl.


Athletic Trainers Men's & Women's Golf Baseball
Men's & Women's Track& Field Crass Country
Intramurals Men's Soccer Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball Volleyboll Women's Soccer Swimming
Cheerleading Football Men's & Women's Tennis Softball
Second NWC McIlroy-Lewis AlI-Sports Trophy
6 NWC Titles
Football
Men's Soccer
Men's Swimming
Women's Swimming
Men's BasRetball
Men's Track & Field
4 NWC Runner Ups
Women's Soccer
Women's Tennis
Women's Golf
Men's Golf
Back-to-Bach Conference Wins
Men's BasRetball
Football
Men's Swimming (6th straight year)
NWC Coaches of the Year
Jim Hayford - Men's BasRetball
John Tully - Football
Sean Bushey - Women's Soccer; Men's Soccer
Toby Schwarz - Men's Track & Field
NWC Players of the Year
Ryan Symes - Men's Basketball
Adam Anderson - Football, Offense
Jay Tully - Football. Co-Defense
Ben Spaun - Tracz & Field



~ter more than 20 months of planning, Whitworth College ceased to exist. On July I, 2007 Whitworth Col-
lege officially become Whitworth UniverSity.The response from members of the Whitworth community was, for
the most port, positive, ond many argued that it was justa simple change in title. Ina press release, President
Bill Robinsonexplained -The transition to Whitworth University is intended to clarify, rather than change, our
core missionand identity. We believe the 'university' nomenclature best reflects an institutionWith our profile of
undergraduate, graduate and international programs. As Whitworth University,we will remain as committed as ever to the
liberol-orts emphasisand the warm, interpersonal culture for which Whitworth is known."
However, others questioned what this meant for the schooJ;sJ:tJlure~ricj!iJdingthe issueof enrollment. "The name change
has not had muchof an effect on life at Whitworth this year~bJit~~;;~ looming concern that Whitworth as a university
will continue to grow and with that we risk losing the comm\{'·t,y thot~es Whitworth the unque place it is,"Sophomore
Tiffany Buley sad .. ~
"Colling it a university suddenly changes the connotation ;j' ihoaTfrGlm a lazy postorol college speckled with pine-
lI"~
cones and squirrels who know your name to a sprawling" dtm' lis.bustling with Nobel Prize-winning professors who~" . '-
never show up to class,"Senior Daniel Walters sod .. I
Executive assistantto the presiclent and history professor e,Sod~id tbat while the school continued to grow accord-
ing to normal growth potterns, it had little to do with the 1;;J'1ewtitle.'""'.- .... ....,
Robinsonadded "The board felt that trends in the highe u~atioo marketplace in our region made a change to Whit-
worth University inevitable, and that we should make the ,gnge ~uring a time of stability and strength. Our deliberate
approach has enabled us to make the case for the name ,hange while being absolutely clear that it isJntended to make
Whitworth stronger, not different."































Fry. Debra J
Hauch. Janet E
Kaufman. Deborah L
Langston. Jeanette M
Robinson, rami H
MAILING SERVICES
Baldwin. Paul L
Seidel. Lindsey K
MATHEMATICS &
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Bishop. Richard H
Cochran. Lyle E
Gady. Martha A
Jones. Kent L
Lehman. Kristin R
Mabry. Susan L
Pierce. Donna M
Trefry. Anne A
Tuceer. Peter A
Willis. Nicholas J
MODERN LANGUAGES
Aller. Angeles G
Brehae, Greg M
Buxton. Elisabeth H
Daggy. Victoria L
Gonzalez. Maria De La
Hernandez. Kim D
Lathrop. Temry K
Norman. Leslie A
Peterson. an W
Schramb
Scott.
Sco
5
Theology Professor Karin Heller
Theology Professor ROlgerMtoll'l!l!Ml;;';::tl
Nielsen. Jo Ann M
Tucker. Tara B
Wakefield. Bonnie L
SECURITY
Arnold. Thomas
Axworthy. Ronald D
Bums. Darryl N
Davis. William D
E~ing. Gregory A
Mackey. Thomas W
McFall. Mark G
SOCIOLOGY
Clark, Robert A
Holsinger. Jennifer L
Tanas, Raja S
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Coleman. Dayna L
Yochum, Linda S
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Armstrong-Sargent. Laurie E
Jacobson. Gordon A
Halton, Stephanie A
Louie. Esther
Nielsen. Jane S
Peterson. Lynn
Spaun. Jacob
Storm, Kathy
Streepy, Carri
Rhodes. Rh
THEATRE
Hornor.
Kiener. B
Toulou
TrotterTH
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Most InflJer\lal Pers= M'I mom
Fa,vorlie Postim~ P,u~ jumpl~ With f~ at midnight
If you todd dE!stribe yoUrself Inone word what worg. would
youc~CQring
























A
Aarts, Florian 202
Abbs, Francis 202
Abdurahrnanov, Rustam 111
Abelar. Austin 202
Absaionson, PaL 202
Acevedo. Jalina 180
Adams. Christopher 202
Adams. Kelli 202
Adams. Kristina 202
Adams. Peter 202
Adams. Scott 180
Adare, Justin 202
Ahsing, Christopher 180
Ainley. Stephan 202
Aiona, KuIi'A. 202
Aldridge. Philip 202
Aldridge. Robert 202
Alexander. Amanda 202
Alexander. Jessica 202
Alfrey. Courtney 202
Al-Iebreen, Zaid 202
Alldredge. Daniel 202
Allen. Cody 202
Allen. Michaela 202
Alsin, Tyler 202
Amble. Matthew 180
Andaluz, Catalina 180
Anderson. Adam 79. 202
Anderson. Alisha 180
Anderson. Amy 180
Anderson. Ccrey 202
Anderson. Jonathon 180
Anderson. Katherine 202
Anderson. Kaylee 202
Anderson. MarR 180
Anderson. Mary 202
Anderson. Michael 202
Anderson. Pamela 202
Anderson. Rachel... 104. 202
Anderson. RebeRah 202
Anderson. Virginia 202
Andre. Zachary 202
Andrew. Andrea 180
Anegon, Angela 202
Anegon, Edward 180
AnReny. NathanaeL 180
Annis. Bryce 180
Annis. Trecor., 202
Ansari. Andrea 202
Ansotigue, Danielle 180
Anuhun-Dabson, EmmanueL 202
Armentrout. Megan 202
Armstrong. Emerald 202
Arner, Erin 202
Arner, Laura 180
Arvin, Jessica 180
Ash, Stephen 180
Asleson. Kristopher 202
Assad. Timothy 202
Atchison, Sarah 202
Atherton. DanieL 202
Atkins, Charis 202
Attwood. Brian 202
Atwood. Katie 180
Atwood, Kelsey 202
Auer, Gabriella 202
Austen. Julianne 180
Aven. Linh 180
Avischious, Lauren 202
Ayers. Kelsey 203
B
Babon. Eileen 180
Bacon. Joy 180
Bailey. Michael 203
Bailey. MitchelL 203
Bailon-Schubert. Claudio 203
BaRer, Kelly 85, 203
BaRer, MarR 203
BaRer. Matthew 203
BaRer. Megan 180
BaRer. Samantha 203
BaRer. Stephanie 203
BaRer, Stephen 180
Baldridge. Kate 203
Baldwin, Christopher., 203
Baldwin, Tyson 203
Ball. Josephine 34, 203
Banta. Terryl... 203
Barbour, Victoria 180
Bardwell. Nichole 203
Bare. Alexander 203
Bareither, Matthew 58. 115.203
BarRer. Christine 203
Barnes. Grace I40, 203
Barnes, Jason 203
Barnes, Todd 180
Barnhill. Caleb 203
Barnum. Scott 203
Barr, Whitney 203
Barrett, Colin 203
Barrett, Mia 203
Barrett, Victoria 203
BarricR. Benjamin 154, 180
Barron. Sophie 203
Bartlett. Erica 203
Barton. Vivian 180
Bascom. SRjler 203
Batson, Alexander 203
Baughman, Erica 180
Bauman. MichaeL 203
Baumann. Brian 180
Bayens, Katrina 203
Baylis. Emily 203
Baynes, Erin 203
Beach, Krystal 203
Beans. Johnnie 181
Beans. Stephaine 203
Beard. Ciara 181
Beauchamp. Meghan 181
Bech, PatricR 181
Bechtold. Megan 203
BecR. Jennifer 203
BecR, Lance 181
BecR, Stan 60
BecRer, Molly 181
Bedell. Kyle 181
Beechinor. Lucas 203
Bews. Jennifer 203
Beret. DanieL 107, 203
Bell, Brandon 203
Bellwood, Cara 56, 181
Belote. Taylor 203
Benac. Dustin 203
Bennett, Michelle 203
Benscoter. Jessica 203
Benscoter. Matthew 181
Benson. Jaclyn 203
Berger, Jonathan 203
Bergman. Daniel 204
BerRe. MacRenzie 181
Bernal. Rebecca 181
Bernard. Amy 141,181
Bernard, Erin 181
Beny. Brett 204
Bess. Michelle 204
Best Robyn 204
Bettis. James 181
Beverly. Jerry 181
Bezold. Margaret 204
Bidstrup. Samara 204
Biege. Laura 181
Bielen, Kalee 204
BierlinR. Steven 181
Bingham. Ginger 204
Bisaillon. Keith 136. 181
Biscaye. Pierre 204
Bisch. Kyle 181
Bishop, Lauren 204
Bissell. Bethann 204
Bivin. Ashley 204
Bivin. Brian 204
BlacR. Ian 204
BIacR. Kristen 181
Blade. Alex 204
Blair. RacheL 204
BlaRe. Erick 204
BlaRe. Tyler 204
Blanford, Melinda 181
Bloch. Andrew 181
Blore. Alexandra 204
Blott, Kristina 181
Blue. David 204
Blum. Laura 181
Blumenthal. Lauren 204
BocRemuehl. Hannah 204
Bodle. Bradley 204
Bofa. EmmanueL 204
Bond, Jessica 204
Bond. Zach 204
C
Calbech, Cameron 205
Caldwell, Chris 205
Calkins, Kimberly 205
Calohan, Kathleen 205
Fro~~~6,~~~en-
tary schoo!' to middle school, to high schoo!' to
your college graduation we've watched you cry,
laugh, learn to walk. ride biRes, play baseball, soc-
cer, football, wrestle, body build, and coach.
Bone II,Charles 204
Bone, Kalena 204
Bonnema, Benjamin 204
Bonnema, David 181
BooRert, Josef 181
BooRhout, Tracy 204
Borders, Ashley 155,204
Bothell, Sean 204
Boucher, Jenny 204
Bourne, Scott 204
wee, Julia 204
Bowen, Aaron 204
Bower, Alida 91,204
Bowers, Amy 181
Bowers, Carrie 204
Bowie, Julianna 204
Bowzer,Michelle 181
Boyden, Joshua 115,204
Boyington, Erin 181
Boyles, Spencer 204
Boysun, Andrea 204
BracR,Steven 181
Bradley, Kelly 204
Brady, Brian 204
Brandler, Justin 204
Brast, Benjamin 204
Bratcher, Lubas 64, 204
Bratlien, Alicia 204
Bratton, Sarah 151,182
Bratton, William 205
Brauer, Alayna 182
Breeding, Breanna 205
Brewer, Eric 182
Brewster, Janae 182
Briggs,Anne 205
Brigham, Felicity 205
Brink. Elizabeth 205
BrinRman, Charley , 205
Brinson, Annie 205
Brittain, Ryan 205
BroecRel.Kyle 205
Broemeling, Carolina 205
Brogden-Thome, Sarah 84
Brombach, Meghan 205
BrooRsher, Kyle 205
Brouwer, Lucas 205
Brown, Amanda 205
Brown, Garrett 205
Brown, Jeffrey 205
Brown, Matthew 205
Brown, Richard 205
Brown, Ryan 182
Brown, Tiffany 205
Brown, Tracey 205
Brumbaugh, Gillian 205
Brunk. BlaRe 182
Bruns, Drew 205
Bryant, Melissa 205
Bryant, Michael 205
Buffum, Joel 205
Bulega, Elly 205
Bulega, Mary 205
Buley, Tiffany 205
Bull, Timothy 205
Bumgarner, Kelsey 205
bunker, Raymond 205
Burden, Kelsey 205
Burgess, Melissa 205
Burkholder, Amy 35, 205
Burkholder, Bryce 182
Burnett, Amanda 205
Bums, RacheL 97,205
Burnside, Amanda 205
Burroughs, Rebecca 182
Burtness, Daniel., 205
Bustamante, Alex : 205
ButeIo. Jessica 205
Butelo, Kristen 205
Butler, Sarah 182
Bye, Torance 205
You've studied in the U.S .. in Europe, led worship
on drums, guitar, and with singing, mentored teens
in youth groups, VBS, Sunday Schoo!' served God
and others in Mexico and South Africa, been a
caring, compassionate friend to many.
As our son and brother you've made us laugh,
made us cry, made us crazy, made us mad, made
us proud, made us wonder what in the world you
were doing, but most of all you've inspired us with
your ambition, determination, and focus on Jesus
Christ and His place in your life.
Congratulations!
We Love You,
Dad, Mom, Timothy, Daniel & Bethanee
Campbell. Emily 205
Campbell. Ian 205
Campbell. Mindi 206
Campbell. Rebecca 206
Campbell. SheaIyn 206
Canales, Iveth 65. 152,206
Cannard. Zachary 182
Carberry. Kaysha 206
Carlon, Shannon 206
Carlson. Amanda 206
Carlson. Elizabeth 182
Carlson. Joseph 206
Carlson. Kaylin 206
Carnahan, Andrea 182
Carnegie. Carla 206
Carnevale. Christine 182
Carpenter. Katherine 206
Carper. Megan 182
Carrier, Hannah 206
Carter. Erin 206
Carter. Jordan 182
Carter. Nathan 206
Caruso, Julie 206
Carver, Allison 206
Carver, Mitchell 206
Casanovas, Derek 206
Case, Heather 206
Casebolt, Chelsea 206
Caseria, Dustin 206
Casey. Cole 182
Caster, Gregory 182
Castilleja, Bethany 206
Castro, Josh 206
Castrolang, Bri~id 206, 245
Cate, Branden 206
Cate, Evan 182
Cato, Jessica 182
Cavender. Bailey 206
Cey, Halley 206
Challender, Melissa 206
Chalmers. Robert 206
Chamblin, Katherine 206
Chan. Carl 206
Chapin. Katy 206
Chapman. Brittney 206
Chea, Christina 206
Chenoweth. Lydia 206
Chestnut, Callie 206
Chestnut, Monica 182
Chevassus, Elizabeth 182
Chi. Ariella 206
Chiavetta. Danielle 206
Childs, Maegan 206
Christianson, Kelli 206
Chun, Hillary 206
Chute. Nathan 182
Chute. Ryan 206
Claiborn. Elise 206
Claiborn. Pai~e 182
Clair, Christina 206
Claircille, Debra 206
Clarizio, Erin 182
2~O~U-
Mandi.
With all our Love and Congratulations.
Mom. Dalton and Vern
We''Vewatched you grow
throughout the years.
with laughs, smiles and
even some tears.
The tears we shed now are
for joy and for pride,
as we will always love you
and be by your side.
And what you've accom-
plished; you can be proud-
You'll do well and be the
sunshine in any crowd.
But. whether you are close
or if you are far.
remember your Faith, your
Family and who
you are.
Clara, David 206 Colwell. Joshua 207
Clark, Felicia 206 Connors. Kimberly 207
Clara Jesse 182 Conrad, Christina .57.183
Clark, Katy 182 Coos, Elias .183
Clara, Peter. 182 Cooley. Erin 207
Clark, Sarah 182 Cooper. Cory 207
Clara Taryn 182 Corigliano, Lucas 207
Clarke, Bryan 93. 206 Corigliano, Tilfany 207
Clarke, Jordan 207 Cornelius. Lynne 207
Clausen, Laura 207 Corrales. Edmundo 207
Clawson. Alice 182 Corrin, Benjamin 207
Clawson. Rose 207 Cosand. Miranda 85. 207
Cleary. Peter 207 Cote. Alyson 207
Cleaver. Stacey 183 Cotes. Joshua .183
Clifton. Casey 183 Cotton. Timothy 207
Close. Andrea 207 Couch. Courtney .183
Clow, Zachariah 207 Couette, Alexander 207
Clower. Brendan 207 Coughlin, Timothy .183
Coast, Reed 207 Counts. Michael .183
Cobb. Shana I83 CO"Vey.Bryce 207
Cobb. Yasmeen I83 Cowen, Rachel .183
Cole. Alyson 207 Cox. Erica 207
Cole. Kelsie 207 Cozad, Michael 207
Coleman, Aden 207 Crain. Tori 207
Coleman, Matthew 207 Crane. Jennifer .183
Collete, Mac l07 Craviotto, MichaeI.. 207
Collins. COnnie 207 Crawford. Nicola .183
Collins-Wakeman, Anna 146.207 Crawford. Sarah 207
Colvin, Maddison 46, 183 Creeh, Michelle 207
To our beloved Ali. God has given you so many gifts.
not the least of which is your love of words. You
have had a voice since you serenaded the airplane
home from Nagy Mama's as a toddler with your
ABC song. We are so proud of your character and
your accomplishments.
Nagyon Szeretlek, Mom. Dad and Matt
Ali. you Rnow how much you mean to me Big Sis! I
love you. Katie
Crescenzi. John.".".".""".""".".".".""".."..207
Crider. Chelsea""".""".""".".".".""".""",,207
Crocco. Oliver ""."""""""".""""""."."""".183
Crockett. DalIas.""."..""".""""""."."."""".183
Cronin. Adam """"""""".".."".".""".""",,207
Crooks. Ryan"."."."""""".""".".".".""""""I83
Crowder. Lacy """"""."""""".".".""""".",,183
Crowe. Penelope""""".""".".".".""""".".207
Crowell. Eric ."."."."."""."""."."."."""""",,207
Cubero, Daniel ".".".".""".""""."""."""""207
Cunningham. Corson."""."."."."."""",,207
Cunningham. Jenna.""".".".".""".103. 207
Curran. Mark "."."."."""""""""""""."""".207
Curry. Vanessa "."""""""".".".".""".""".,,207
Curtin. Mandi"".".".""""""""""""".""".,,207
Curvey, Ryan"".".".""".""".".".".".""".".".I83
Cutler. Amy"".""""."."""""."."."""""".".".183
Cutler. Rachel "."."."."""."."""""""""".",,207
Cutright Merideth".""""".".".".".""""",,207
Cutter. Steven.""""."."""""."""""".".""",,207
o
Dahmen. Zachary""""."."""."."."""."""208
Dalby. Lindsay"""""".""".".".".""""""""208
Daly. Blair."""".".""""""""."""""""""."""208
Daniels. Shamerica"""."""""""""."""".208
Dannettell. Hayley ""."""."""".""""""""208
Danvers. Jenny".""""."""""""""""""""" 208
D'Aprile, Regina."."."."""""."."."""".""""I83
Darbonne. Lindsay""""".".".".".".".""""I83
Darbonne. Ryan """""""""""""""""""."208
Darling. Quinton""."""""""""".""""."". 208
Daroff 11.David.".""""."""."""""""""""..208
Daroii. Jamie".".".".".""""".".".".".".""".",,80
Dasso, Chelsea"""""""""."""".""""""."" 208
Datin, Rebecca ."."........"""..""""""""""",,183
Dauer. Allison".".".".""""""""."...."""."..208
Deugs, Mara .""""."."."""""."."."."."."",,.208
Davenport Colten """""""""".".".".""".208
Davies. Sarah"."."."."""." ..""""""".""".".208
Davis. Abbie""""""""""."""." """.""""""I83
Davis. Caroline"".".""""".""" "."."""......I83
Davis. DanieL"."."."""""""".".""."""."""208
Davis. Jessica"".""""""""""".".".".".""".""I83
Davis. Karina ."...."""""""""""."."."."""".208
Davis. Rebecca."."." ..."".."""""""""135.208
Davis. Samantha""."""."""."."."."." ....".208
Dawson. Phillip ""."."""""."."."."."."""".208
Day. Timothy""".""."""""."."."."."."""". 208
De Camp. Heather"".""".".".".".".""""".183
De Jong Danielle"".""".".""""""."."""" 208
Deal. Jonathan """"""""""""".".".".""""208
Deering. Matthew "..".." """"""""""""208
Deeth. Alan.i..; ......"""." "."....".""""".208
Dehaven. Christine "".""""""""".".."..".208
Deitz. Jacob""".".".".".""".""".".""."",,81,183
Deitz. Shiloh""""."".""""""."""""""."."."208
Dejong. Nicolas "".".."""""." ".""208
Dejong. Vanessa "."".""""".".".".".".".".".183
Demmerly. Arianna .".".".." """"".208
Denevan, Andrew.""."."""."""""""."."..208
Dennis. Christopher""""""".""""""""".208
Devries. Stephanie ".".".".""""."""".""".208
Deweese. Sarah """"""""""."."""".""".".,,183
Dezeeuw. Tyler ."."."."...."""""""""."""".208
Dhillon. Philip".""""""""""""."...."."."..".184
Dibble. Mattea """"""""""."""".".".".""".184
Dichone, Paulo """.""""."""""""""152.208
Dickson. Andrew."."."."."."""""""""""" 208
Dickson. Elizabeth ."."."""...."."..".."..""" 184
Dickson. Emily"."""""""."."""".""""""..208
Dickson. Kendria""."."""""".".".""""."" 208
Didesch. Kristen"""""""""""."""".""""" 208
Didier. Annie."."."." ....."""...."...."".".""".208
Dietz. Krista."""."."."."."."." ..""""""""""" 208
Dill. Kenneth """"".""""."."."."."."."."..".208
Dinnison, RUey""".""""."."."""".".".""".208
Dixon. Benjamin """".".""".".".".".".".""184
Dixon. David".".".".."".."""""""""".184.249
Dodge. Rebecca "..."."."."..""""""""""""208
DoehIe. Phillip ".".""."."""."."""""""."""208
Doellefeld. Megan"".".".""".""""."""".". 184
Doherty. Mary""""""."""""".".".".""""."208
Dolan. Katie .""".".".".".".""".....""""""""208
Dolan. Peter "".""""""""""""."."."..""...".208
Dolan. RachaeL""""."""""".".".".".".""" 184
Dolph. Corey """..."""""".""".""""."""""208
Dolphay. David """....""".""".".""""."."".184
Dolyniuk, Kaitlyn.""""."."""."."."""""".208
Donnell. Scott "".".".".".""".".".",,51,97. 184
Dorrnady. DanieL"""""."""""""""""" ..209
Dormaier, Kristen "."."........".""""".103.184
Dorn, Christopher ..."...""."."."....."""".".209
Dorrenbacher. John".".".""".".".".".".".209
Dorsey. Carly """"""""""""""""."."""".""184
Dorsing Patrick"." ...."."..."""""""""""""209
Dorway. Spencer ".".".".""".".".".".".".".209
Dorway. Whitney """"""".".""""."."."""209
Douglas. Natalie"."""""""."."."."."."."""209
Douglas. Sarah ""."."".....""".".".".""""".209
Douglas. Tate"."."."."."."."""."...."""""""209
Drake. Aaron"."."."."."."."""."""".".".".".184
Dresbach, Jonathan .""".""""""""""."".209
Dual. Alfred""""""."""".".""""."."."""."."184
Dubes, Rachel""." ...."."...""""""""""""".209
Dufault. Emily .".".""""."."""."."."."""""209
Dugan. Corey"."."."""".".""".".".".".".""209
Dugas. Anne""."""".".".""".".".".".".""".209
Duncan. Kyle """""""."""""".".".".".""".209
Dunn. janae"""""""""""""".""""""I40. 209
Dupree. Samantha."."""""."."."""".".".209
Dupuis. Chance""."."""".".""""""""""". 184
Durham. Breanne ".".".""".""""",,149.209
Dye. Isaac ""."""."."......."."""."."."."."".....209
Dyer. Nicole """"""."."."""."."."."...."""."209
Dykes. James".""""""".".""""".".".""""."209
E
Easterlin. Jaquette 209
Easterlin. Jermane 48, 184
Eaton. Candyce 209
Eaton. Jessica 209
Eaton. LURe 210
Echhoii, Jennifer 210
Eddy, Eric 210
Edmiston, Margo!... 184
Edmonds, Cory 210
EcI.salI. Amy 210
Edwards. Mandee 210
Ehnes, Amanda 210
Eisenrich, Emrnily 210
Ell. Felicia 210
ERenes. Rachel 210
ERin, Jaydn 210
ERman. Aubrie 210
Elder, Robert 210
Ellefson. Nathan 210
Eller, Andrew 210
Ellicott. Arlyanne 210
Ellin~s, John 210
Elliot Brian 210
Elliott, Nicholas 210
Elliott, Nicole 184
Ellis. David 210
Emory. Jonathan 184
Ensema, Molly 210
Entel. Eric 210
EnteI. Phillip 184
Enyeart. Monte 210
Erickson. Anders 210
Erickson, Katelyn I84
Eriksson, Jessica 184
Erlenmeyer. Jeffrey 210
Ernst. Ashley 210
Ervin. Natalie 210
Eshoii, Kalen 184
Eshoii, Shannon 210
Espino. Joseph 210
Esqueda, Andrew 184, 238
Estes, Adeline 210
Estes, Elizabeth 210
Etter. Geoffrey 210
Evans. Alex 210
Evans. Brittannia 210
Everett, Benjamin 210
Ewin~. Rachel 210
Eyestone, Tobin 210
F
Farley, Candace 210
Farrell. Annette 210
Farrell, Jonathan 210
Farris. Justln 210
Faw. Kevin 210
Faye, Corin 210
Feddes, Jordan 210
Feddes, MarL 210
Feddes, Mor~an 210
Fenton, Christopher 211
Ferderer, benjamin I84
Ferderer, Michelle 184
Fereday. Corey 211
Ferguson. Dana 211
Fer~uson. Dustin 211
Fersuson Rachel 113,184
FericRs. PatricR 211
Ferrario, Anna 211
Ferrario, Michael 211
Ferrell. Lindsey 211
Fink, Kelly 63. 211
Fischer, Alexis 211
Fishburn. Jessie 37. 211
Fisher, Melody 211
Fletcher. LURe 184
Fletcher. Maren 184
Flett, Chad 211
Flores. Luis 211
Flory, Christopher... 211
The world is now yours.
Congratulations and Good Luchl
Mom. Dad. and Tommy
Flournoy III. Curtis 184
fluetsch, Brea 211
Flyberg, Brent 211
Foran. Julie 184
Forney, Angela 211
Forsyth. JelL 211
Foshay, Colin 211
Fosse, Porsha 211
Foster. Brenda 211
Fountain. Sean 211
Fouts, Shane 211
Fowler, Amber .185
Fowler, Katrice 211
Fowler, Tracie 211
Fox, Jonathan 211
franca Jeremy 211
Frank. Kelsey 211
Fraser. Megan 211
Frazier, Amanda 211
Frazier, DanieL 211
Frazier, Mark 133
Freeman, Travis .185
French, Megan 211
Friedrichs, Michael 185
Friesen. Matthew 82. 86. 185
Friggione. Stephanie 211
Froese, Christina 211
Froman, Sarah 211
Fry, Daniel 211
Fukunaga, Anna 211
Fuller. Brielle 211
Fuller, Danielle 211
Furber, Catherine 211
G
GabdulhaRav, Rashid 211
Gadd, KendalL 211
Gaddis. Courtney 211
Gallagher, Nicholas 211
Gallegos, Jonathan 211
Gallion. Caitlin 211
Garcia, Marco 211
Gardner. Betty 185
Gamer. Melissa 185
Garrett. Michelle 212
Garth. Lydia I85. 253
Gartland. Kacie 212
Gatto. Alanna Marie 212
Gavette, Elizabeth 212
Gawryn, Jessica 155.185
Gebbers. John 212
Geeslin. Allison 212
Geeslin. Benl'amin 212
Geiger, Nico e 212
Gelfer, James 212
Gelinas. Nathan 212
Gentz, Casev 212
Genzone, Shannon 185
George. Benjamin 212
George. Greg 185
George. Steve 212
Georgioff. Ryan 212
Gerhard. Ryan 212
Gerig, David 212
Gessel, Aryn 212
Getman. Melody .185
Getzendanner, Jessa 212
Geverola, Matthew 212
Ghilardi, Peter. 212
Gibbs, Collin 212
Gibson. Carrie 212
Gilbert. Caitlin 212
Gilbert. Kayla 212
Gilbertson, Dane 212
Gilham. Lisa 133. 185
Gilliam. Awbrey 212
Gilsdorf, Ben 212
Gilstrom, Alicia 212
Gimera, Jennifer .185
Gingerich. Theran 212
Gitangu, Eric 212
Gjefle. John 212
Glady, Sarah 212
Glaser, Bonnie .185
Glen. Amber.. 212
Glenn. Eva .185
Goessing, Max 212
Gomes. Melissa 212
Gomez, Verenise 212
Gonzalez, Nathan 212
Gooch. Emily .185
Gooch. Matthew 212
Goodell, Katie 212
Goodrich, Gillian 151,212
Goodrick. Serina 212
Goodwin. Andrew 212
Gordon. Rebecca 212
Gore. Audrey 212
Goss, Brandon 212
Gowdy. John 212
Graham. Jill 212
Grandy, Erin 139,212
Grant. Jordana 213
Graves. Ryan 213
Gray. Anna 213
Gray. Anne 213
Gray. Jonathon .185
Gray. Mellissa 213
Green. Michelle 213
Gregg, Michele .185
Gregory. SamueL .147,213
Greiner, Rebecca 213
Gresset, Brittany 213
Grette, Joel 213
Griffin, Daniel... 186
Griffing, Hanna 213
Griffith. Douglas 213
Grimes, Lauren 213
Grissom. Adrian 213
Groat Jonathan 213
Gross, Curtis 186
Gross, Wolfgang 213
Grothman, MiRaela 213
Grotz, Jonathan 186
Grow. Marc 76. 186
Grow. Nicholas 213
Gruen, Derek 213
Guenther. Glen 213
Gustafson. Evie 213
Guthridge. John 213
Gutierrez. Travis 213
H
Haak. Brian 186
Haddon, Stacy 213
Hadley, NathanieL 214
Hafner. Kara 186
Haiso, Kristofer 214
Hagen, Clint... 186
Hagerott. Breena 214
Hagerott, Jael... 85. 186
Hagerott, Marcus 214
Hagreen, Frederick 214
Hall, Chelsie 214
Hall, Frances 214
Hall. Jared 186
Hall, Jessica 214
Hall, Meara 186
Halley. Lindee 153,214
Hamilton. Kendra 138,214
Hamilton. Kip 214
Hamilton. Tyler. 214
Hamming. Thomas 214
Hampton. Bonnie 186
Hamstra, Andrew 214
Hancock. Adam 186
Hancock. Iarett, 214
Hancock. Justin 214
Hanenburg Leah 214
Hann, Kristin 186
Hannon. Tyler 214
Hansen. Candace 186
Hansen. Trevor 214
Hanson. Aaron 214
Hanson. COllette 34, 214
Hanson. Evan 186
Harbine, Anna 214
Harbine, Emily 214
Hardaway. Hope 214
Hardy, William 115,214
Harmon. Bethany 186
Harms, Brian 186
Harms, MichaeL 214
Ham. MichaeL 46, 214
Harrington, Alexandria 214
Harris, Craig 214
Harris, Krystle 186
Harrison, Nathan 186
Hartanco; Leah 186
Hartancv. Travis 186
Hartley, Angela 214
Hartliep, Breanna ,.,."., ",..,."".".."., 214
Hartung, Kathryn 214
Harvego. Erin 214
Hauck, John 186
Haugan, Devon 214
Haupt, Stephen 214
HawR, Kaley 186
Hawldns, John 214
Hawhins, Matthew 214
Hayden, Courtney 186
Hayek, Lisa 214
Hayes, Madelyn 214
Haynes, James 214
Hays, Jenna 103, 186
Hays, Justine 214
Heald, Jenna 214
Heatherlv. Danika 214
Hedgpeth, Whitney 214
Hedlund, Jeri 186
Hegwood, Tara 214
Heide, Jason 137, 214
Heider, Amber.. 214
Helder, Matthew ,214
Heller, Dru 215
Hemming, Brandon 215
Henderson, Kimberly 215
Henderson, Kori 215
Henderson, 5],ye 83, 186
Hendricks, Stephanie 215
Hendrickson, Emily 186
Hennagin, Sarah 186
Henry, Megan 215
Hergert. Bethany 215
Herington, Rebecca 215
Herron, Brandon 186
Herve, Daniel 215
Herzog, Jachlyn 215
Hewitson, Miles 187
Hibbard, Laura 187
Hic!ley, Daemin 215
Hickey, Laura 150, 187~~:~~:;;':::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~
Hildebrand, Jacob. 215
Hildebrand, Kaitlin 103, 215
Hill, Brittany 215
Hill, Elisabeth 215
Hill, Jimmy 215
Hill Natalie 187
Hill, Whitney 215
Hiller, Victoria 155, 187
Hillis, Claire 215
Himmel, Caitlin 215
Hindersinn, Theresa 215
Hinhel, Christina 215
Hinrichs, Elise 187
Hirsch, Ryan 187
Hoback, Nibolas 132, 134, 187
Hochstein, Kayla 215
Hochstein, Tyler .187, 248
Hocking Amanda 215
Hodges, Corinne 187
Hoffart. Rebecca 215
Halfman, Alexie 215
Halfman, Erica 215
Halfman, Preston 187
Hogstad, Jason 215
Hoine, Bradley 215
Holland, Nicole 215
Holliday, Josh 215
Hollingshead, Ellen 187
Holloway, Ienniier 215
Holloway, Justin 215
Holman, Andrew 215
Holman, Brian 215
Holman, Sara 215
Holsten, Christian 215
Hamad, Kyle 215
Hocqestraat, Kayli 215
Hopley, Ryan 215
Hopp, Garrett 215
Horiatis, Elizabeth 215
Horicuchi, Go 187
Horlbech, Brittany 215
Homer, AbigaiI... 215
Houck, Timothy 215
Hovdey, Eric 215
Howard, Anthony 215
Howard, Lauralee 187
Howell, Brandon 187
Howell, David 187
Howell, Nicole 216
Hubbuch, Robyn 187
Hudak Ali 58, 187, 241
Huff, KendeI... 216
Hulfman, Sarah 216
Hughes, James 216
Hughes, Kayla 216
Hughes, Michael 216
Humiston, Clinton 216
Humphries, Michelle 216
Hurnrickhouse, Carissa 216
Hunt, Alicia 216
Hunt Matthew 216
Hunter, Jason 188
Hunter, Zachary 216
Hurd, Emily 86, 188
Husband, Joshua 188
Hushisson, Travis 188
Hutchins, Courtney 216
Hutton, Molli.. I88
Huyck, Sarah 216
Hyatt, Kara 188
Hymas, Justin 216
Hymel, Alexander 216
1
Ibach, Jessica 216
lddins, Benjamin 216 !
Ide, Amanda 188
Wes Schooler
Your journey, begun in Rindergarten, continues.
We take pride in your accomplishments and in the
remarkable young man you have become. We are
honored in calling you our son and brother. As Bill
Robinson has written,
"God is calling you to learn how your deep gladness will
meet the world's deep needs. He is sending you forth
to explore how your mind, heart, and feet unite to do
what you have been put on earth to do."
Embrace that calling with our support, admiration,
prayers and love.
Dad, Mom, Deana and Chelsea
Brigid~
There is no frigate like a book to take
us lands away"
-Emily Dickinson
We are so happy for you and so proud of our
book-loving baby!
-Mom and Dad
Imoesiri, DanieL 216
Indahl, Bethany 216
Ingalls. Megan 216
Inouye. Andrew ..42. 216
lranon, Derek 216
Iverson. Ryan 188
Iverson. Valerie 188
J
Jackson. David 216
Jacobsen. Joshua 216
Jacobson. Kelsey 216
Jahnke. Mason 216
James. Elizabeth 216
Janson. Eric 216
Jansons, Michelle 188
Jarvis. Jerod 216
Jeffries.Matthew 188
Ien, Anna 188
Jenks, Brian 216
Jensen. Brianne 216
Jensen. Jessica 216
Jensen. Josh 216
Jensen. Ronnie 188
Jette. Travis 216
Johansen. Caroline 216
Johansen. Michael 216
Johnson. Amy 34. 216
Johnson, Angela 216
Johnson, Ashley I88
Johnson. Brandon 216
Johnson, Brian 216
Johnson, Brittany 216
Johnson, Elizabeth 188
Johnson. Erica 188
Johnson. Hailey 216
Johnson. Jennifer 188
Johnson. Jody I88
Johnson. Kevin 216
Johnson. Maria 188
Johnson. Marissa 216
Johnson. Natalie 216
Johnson. Nathan 216
Johnson. Nolan 188
Johnson. Rachel 188
Johnson. Rebecca 217
Johnson. Sara 217
Johnson. Shaundra 217
Johnson. Steven 217
Johnson. William 115.188
Johnston. Elesha I88
Johnston, Jennifer 217
Johnston, Lindsay 217
Johnston, Michael ll3, 188
Jolley. Joseph 188
Jones. Alyssa 217
Jones, Bryan I88
Jones, Hollyann 217
Jones, Justin 217
Jones. Kaitlin 217
Jones, Kelsey 217
Jones, Morey 188
Jordan. Michael 217
Jose. Justin 217
Juncal. Shaun 217
Jurich. Calvin 88, 94. 217
K
Kagawa. Brett 188
Kahler. Jefuey 217
Kaluza. Jessica 188
Kaluza. Kelsie 217
Kamaiopili, Brent... 217
Kamaiopili, Kyle 217
Kamikawa, Jordan 217
Kania, Kyle 188
Kaplowitz. CaIeb 217
Kara, Alison 189
Kaufman. DanieL 217
Kauhi, Jessica 217
Kavanagh. Andre 217
Keenan. Samantha 218
Keeton, Brittany 218
Keimes, Cameron 218
Keller, Jaime 189
Keller, Jordon 218
Kellogg, Braxton 218
Kelso. Matthew 218
Kemberling Caitlin 218
Kemner. Nicholas 218
Kemp. James 218
Kemp. Kory 79. 218
Kendall, Joanna 218
Kenney, Patrick 218
Kenoly. De Andra 218
Kephart. Samantha 93, 189
Kernan, Breanne 218
Kerr, Lacey 218
Kettel, Cherylyn 189
Keyser, Andrew 218
Kheshgi, Yasmeen 218
Khoe, Kirsten 218
Kidwell. Jessica .189, 247
Kiehn. Derek 218
Kielbon, Kristina 218
Kilbourne- Benson. Sara 218
Kim, Mi 218
Kim, Ypng 218
Kimball, Emilie 218
Kimball, Juliann 133,218
King, Benjamin 189
King, Danielle 218
King, Justine 218
King, Madeline 111.189
Kingman. Toeah 218
Kinnier, Hannah 218
Kintner, Jeffrey 79, 218
Kious, Tara 189
Kirb, Anna 218
Kir!>,Heather 218
Kirkparrice, Christine 218
KirRpatricR, Timothy 218
Kirnah, Heather 218
Kirsch, Keith 83, 218
Klees, Lauren 189
Kleinert, Matt 218
Klump, Alexandra 218
Klump, Elsa 218
Klundt, Benjamin 218
Klundt. Stephanie 218
Knapp, Andrew 189
Kneese, Jamie 218
Knight, Brent 218
Knighton, Austin 218
Knox, Caleb 189
Knox, Gabriel 218
Knox, Katelin 218
Knox, Mallorie 189
Knuth, Ryan 189
Koenigsaeceer, PauL 218
Kolbo, Julie 189
Koller, Nickolas 189
Korpi, MichaeL 218
Korseall, Kendra 189
Kraft. Amber 219
Kremner, NicR 142
Krimmer, Alan 219
Krueger, Haley 219
Kruse, Tyler ' 219
Krustangel, Kyle 219
KrzymowsRi, Allyn 151,189
KrzymowsRi, Jennifer 219
Kuhn, John 219
Kuraya, David 219
Kyd, Charles 219
Kyle, Caroline 189
Kym, Kyrsten 219
L
Labberton, Peter. 219
Laguci!>,James 219
Lakey. Jonathan 189
Lakey, Shanna 219
Lallier, Jessica 219
Lamb, Beau 219
Lammers, RacheL 189
Lamscn, Camas 219
Lane, Katherine 189
Langbehn, Abbv 219
Langbehn, Emilee 219
Langeloh, Rebecca 219
Langeloh, Tim 219
Lanham, Kari 219
Laplante, Christopher 189
Laplante, Jessica 189
Largent, Andy 86
Larkin, Timothy 219
Larson, Kristen 219
Larson, Sara 219
Larsson, Ilisha 219
Laufmann, Kynda 219
Laug, Dylan 219
LautensacR, Christina 219
Lavelle, Andrea 219
Lawson, Nicollette 189
Lawyer, Miracle 219
Lays, Brian 219
Lazore, Mitchell 219
Leahy, Chelsea 219
Leavy, Jesse 219
Leccq, Ashley 219
Lee, DanieL 219
Lee, Elizabeth 219
Lee, Hyun 189
Lee, Jiman 219
Leeland, Eriha 189
Legaspi, Christian 219
Leo, Jonathan 189,250
Leo, Rachel 219,250
Leonardi, Angela 219
Leonardi, Jessica 219
Lepage, Claire 219
Leppert, Kelly 219
Leung, Chung-On 219
Lewey, Amber 219
Lewis, Daniel 219
Lewis, Kayla 219
Lewis, Maya 220
Lewis, NathanieL 220
Lichlyter, Kayla 220
Lichten, Lara I40, 220
Lierman, Bethany 220
Liesehe, Caitlin 105,220
Liggett, Barb .140, 220
Liles, Jessica 135,220
Lilleness, Mary 220
Linabary, Jasmine 58, 220
Lindahl, David 220
Lindberg Justin 220
Lindgren, Kyle 220
Linn, Emily 220
Lino, Adam. 220
Lippold, Kathryn 220
List. RebeRah 189
Lix, Amy 220
Lobaugh, Jessica 220
Lcckart, Heidi 220
Locklear, Grady 189
Loeffier, Charles 220
Loewen, Benjamin 220
Logue, Bradley 189
Lomas, Lewis 220
Long, Paul 190
Longton, Rachel 220
Lopez. Luis 154,220
Loring, Stephanie 220
Louis, Robyn 220
Low, Kraig 190
Lozier, Christopher 146,190
Lual, Anderia 190
Lucas, Julianne 220
LURe,Jonathan 220
Lunalo, Jarvis 133, 220
Lunday, Adriane 220
Lunde, Kelly 220
Lundgren, MarR 220
Luttrell, Matthew 220
Lutz, Isaac 38, 220
Lutz, Jamie 220
Ly, Luan I90
Lynch, Preston 220
Lynde, Amy 220
Lynn, Christopher 190
Lynn, RacheI 220
lV1
Macdonald, Kelly 220
MacRie, Katherine 190
Macpherson, Graeme 220
Macpherson, Sara 220
Maddy, Kayla 220
Madison, Michael 190
Madlena, Jaryd 220
Madole, Kathryn 190
Magill, Matthew 220
MaIrnsten, Sara 190
Malone, Stephen 220
Mangis, Jessica 105,220
Manjarrez, Carolina 190
Mannan, Ashley 220
Manus, Kenneth 220
MaquiIlan, Nicholas 190
Marcum, Kurt 221
Mares, James 221
MarRman, Lisa 190
Marshall, Caitlin 221
Marshall, Cory 190
Marshall, Erin 221
Marshall, Jordan 221
Marshall, Lindsay 190 I
Marshall, Ryan 190
Martell, Kelsey 221
Martelly, Marie 190
Martenson, Kayley 221
Martin, Brandon 221
Martin, Courtney 221
Martin, Nicholas 221
Martinez, Amanda 221
Mason, Andrea 221
Mason, Kelsey 221
Mason, Molly 190
Mathiesen, Emily 190
Matsuo, Tetsuji 190
Matt. Jaimie 221 I
Mattair, Tyler 221
Matter, Lynae 190
Mattila, Elizabeth 221
Mattingly, Cherise 190
Jessica.
Since the day you were born and throughout your young life. you have been a source
of joy. pride and happiness. Your strength of character. faith in God and love for life has
been a blessing to all who Imow you. We are exceedingly proud of who you have become.
and as you step into your future. remember that you will always have a loving family
behind you.
With all our pride and affection we say.
Congratulations!
Love.
Dad. Mom. Evan. Patrick & Colin
-~u
Mattox, Grant... 221
Mayer, Joanne 221
Mayes, Corinne 221
McAleavey. John 221
McAuley, Ardeth 221
McCallum, Jacob 221
McCann, Analisa 221
McCloskey, Matthew 221
McColloullh, Anna 190
McCullum. Jacob 119
McCurry. Jessica 190
McDowell. Joshua 190
Mcfarland, AshIey I90
McGonillaI. Terry 43
Mcintosh. Toni I90
Mcintyre. Jennifer I90
McLeod, Cheryl... I90
McNutt, Bethany I90
Melton, Ann-Nicole 191
Menard. Carly 191
Merchant. Merril 138
Merkel. Albert 191
Merrell. Joni 191
Merriman. Kelsey 191
Merriman. Steven 191
Mesaros. Kathryn 191
Metcalf, Ashley 191
Mielke. Andrea 191
Misterek Dana 103
Mitsuyasu, Marllaret 191
Mix. Leslie 191
Monahan. Matt. 107
Monroe, Anna 191
Monroe, Jovilvn 63
Montandon, Sarah 191
Monteleone, Graham 191
Montoya, Carmen 191
Morehouse, Emily 103
MOT\lenthaIer, Sarah 191
Morrison. Sean 191
Motsenbocker, Tyson 52
Motz. Leah 191
Munnich. Keiley 141
Murakami. Brent ..42. 191
N
Naccarato. Andrea 191
Nakamura, Ross 89
Nakasone. Erin. 191
Navis. Kyle 191
Neff.Ashley 191
Nelson. Alex 191
Nelson, Kailey 191
Nelson, Milton 38
Newth. Shannon 191
Newton, Arny .56, 146, 191
Tyler Hochstein
Nlluyen. Cam Tu 48, 191 I
Nicol. Jenna 191
Nicolas. Eric 191
Nobels, Marcus 48
Nolen-Morse, Jessica 192
Normile. Jessica 192
Nov, Nissana 48, 192
o
Ochoa. Caley 192
O'Connell. Erin 192
O'Connor, Anne 192
Odthiambo, Gabriel 32
Oliver. Tyler 192
Olsen, Emilie 192
Orwell. Natalie 91
Ozanne. Sara 56
1Park Jin Joo 192 I
Park Matthew 134, 142.192
Parker, Benjamin 192.251
Parker, Zach 46
Parrott, Andrew 192.252
Parshall, Jacqueline 192
p
What a blessinll you are to us!! You bring us joy and you make us laugh, We are so very proud of you and
love you always and iorever.. Unconditionally!
Love. 1Dad, Mom & Kayla "I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me"
Phil 4:13
�~~~David DImn~~~~~
Wow. David! High school in 3 years.
and Whitworth in 3-1/2 years. We are
proud of you and your accomplish-
ments. As you leave Whitworth. we
commit you to God. confident that
He will guide your footsteps and watch
over you. You are the one who always
makes us smile.
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind always be at
your back.
May the sun shine warm upon
your face.
And rains fall soft upon your fields.
And until we meet again.
May God hold you in the palm
of His hand.
With much Aloha,
Mom and Dad
Pastrana. Landa 192
Paul, Melissa 192
Peiffer. Amanda 226
Pendell, Joy 226
Pendell. Thomas 226
Pereyda. Joshua 226
Perrier. Heather 226
Perry. Holly 226
Perry, Lindsay 131,226
Perry, Matthew 226
Peters, Cory 226
Petersen, Danielle 226
Peterson. Andrew .192. 226
Peterson. Anna 226
Peterson. Carolyn 226
Peterson. Christopher.. 192
Peterson. Eric 226
Peterson, Kelly 192
Peterson, Lauren 226
Petitt, Katherine 226
Petkcvich. Stephanie 192
Pflug. Kyle 192
Pfursich, Scott 226
Phelps. John 192
Phelps, Stephanie 226
Phelps-McKinnon. Amanda 226
Philen, Nicole 226
Phillips. Ashley .140. 226
Phillips. Sara 192. 250
Phillips. Taylor 192
Pitkonen, Krystal 226
Pitts. Whitney 226
Plourde, Amylee 226
Plumb. Amanda 226
Plumb. Kaylyn 226
Plummer. Sarah 226
Podlas, Angelina 192
Palm, Jennifer 226
Pomante, Leah 226
Ponder, Scarlet.. 226
Pontoni, Candace 226
Pooler. Steven 226
Poppen, Heather 192
Porter, Hannah 226
Porter, Jessica 192
Porter, Me,lan 139. 226
Pouh, Katherine 226
Powell. Amanda 192
Powell. Curtis 100. 226
Powell. Rebecca 226
Powers. Ryan 83. 226
Preston, Sara 226
Prevette. Sean 192
Price IV. John 226
Price, Amaria 226
Prichard. Jesse 226
Pridgen. Kathryn 226
Priest. Anthony 226
Prince. Derek 226
Prins. Erika 152. 192
Procunier. Jeannette 226
Prugh. John 226
Psick, Charlotte 192
Pullen. Jennifer 193
Pullin. Sean 226
Purdue. Stephen W
Purvis. Charity W
Puryear. Joanna w
Putnam. Bryan W
Pyle, Bethany 193
Pyle, Ron 43
Quackenbush, EQth w
Quamme. Hannah w
Quarless, Danjuma W
Quarless,Obejsanjo W
Quiring. Kevin W
R
Radcliffe. James w
Radtlle. James w
Radtke. Thomas w
Raible, Daniel w
Rainer. Janelle w
Rainey, Barrie 193
Ramsay. DanieI... 193
Ramsay. MitcheI.. W
Ramsey. Whitney W
RathlJeber, KeIsey""""", """."""".""".2'l1
RatIiff,Meloclie ".""".."""."".""""."."""""2'l1
Rauh, Lyle.""""""".""".""."".""""."."."".,,2'l1
Rauh, Tyler"""".""."""."."""."""".""""".,,2'l1
Rawson, Nicholas .""""."."""""."".".""."2'l1
Raynor. Kira """".".".".".".""""".""""."""193
Reardon. Stephanie."".""".""".""."""",,2'l1
Rebbe. KaitIyn ""."."""".".""."""""."""",,2'l1
Rector, Jessica ."".".""""."."".".".""""""."193
Redal. Tristan""".".""""."."""""."".""""" 193
Reed, Nathan""".".""""."."".".".""."".".,,2'l1
Reeder. Shannon """""."."""""."."."."""193
Reeves, DanieL"".".""""."."""""."""""".,,2'l1
Reif. KaitIin"."""".""""""".""""".".".""".,,2'l1
Reitsema. Lindsay."."."""""."".""""""".2'l1
Remy IV. John"".""""""""""""""."."""". 193
Repsold. Daniel.".".".".".".""."".".".""".,,2'l1
Ressel, Richard "".".""""."."".".""."."""".2'l1
Reynolds. Kelly""."."."."."."".""."."."""".2'l1
Richardson. Alicia .""""."."".".""."."".""2'l1
Richardson. CaitIin ".""."""""""""."""".2'l1
Richardson. James """".""""".""."""."".2'l1
Richardson. KarL""""".".""""""."."".",,2'l1
Richardson. Laura """"."."""""".""""""193
Richmond. CaitIin."""."".""."."".""""",,2'l1
Richter, Kayla"."".".""".""""""."""".""",,2'l1
RicRman. Garrel..""".".""""""""""""""" 193
Riddle, Jesica """".".""""."."".".".""""."".2'l1
Ridenour. WiIliam.""".""".""""""".""",,2'l1
Ridings, Holly".".""""."."""""."""""."77.193
Ridings, Sara""."."".""".""".""""."."."""" 193
Riehl, BrocRe.."""."."""."""""."".".".""",,2'l1
Rifenbery, Kyle ".""""""""".""""."."."".".193
Riley. David """"""""""""."""""."".".89, 2'l1
Riley. Jacob"".".".""""."."."""""."".".""""193
Riley. Joe """"".""."""""""""."""."".".""""2'l1
RisR,Caitlin ""."".".".""""."""""."."""".""2'l1
Rison. Rebecca".".".".".".""""".""."."".".2'l1
Ritchie. Adrienne """""".""""".""."."".".2'l1
Ritter, Kyle """."".".".""""."""""."."""".",,2'l1
Ri=, Patricia.""."."""".".""""".""."."".". 193
Roach, Jewe!..."".".""".""."".".".".".".""".2'l1
Roberts, Chauntae "".""""""""".".".""".2'l1
Roberts, Danie!...""".".".".""".".".".".""".193
Roberts, Kristofer "."."."."."""""".".".""".193
Roberts, Wade "".".".".".".""".".".".".""".2'l1
Robin, Leah """""".".""""."""""".".".""".194
Robinson. Bill ".""""."""""""""".".""""".,,37
Robinson. Stefan "."."""".""""".""."""""194
Rodin, Lisa"."".""."."""".".""."""""."""""194
Rodin. Ryan"".""."""."."""""""""""".""" 194
Rodland. Jeffrey """".".""""""""""""."""194
Rodland. Nathan "."."."""""""""."."""."194
Rogan, Alicia".".""""."."" ..""""""."."."""194
RO\Jers,Mia """"."."."."."."."".""."."."""."194
Rogstad. Aaron ."."."."."."."".""."."."""."194
Romero. Jessica.".".".".".".""""""."."""."194
Roct Shannon""""".".""""".".""."."""". 194
Rose, Karla""""".".".".".".".""."."".".134,194
Ross, Kasandra""."."."."."."".".".""""."".194
Roth, Kaliene"""".".".".".""""".".""."""".194
Rudolph, John."".".""""."""""""""""""" 194
Rundle. Justin ."."""."""""""".".""""""""194
Rusch. Sarah ".""".".".""".""".".".".".".76,77s
Sanford. Galen "."."."."""."""."."""""".".194
Sanaaran, Kamesh."."."""""."."."."."""".43
Sataraaa, Jeremiah """"."""."."."."""."".48
Sawtell. Joshua """".".""".""".""""""""."194
Schaiinit, Laura ."""".""".""""""""""".".194
Scharf. Merrie "".".".".""".""""""""""".".194
Schlander, Molly"""""""."""."""".""""" 194
Schlilaty, Amy""""""""""""."."""."""""" 194
Schloss. Alexander """""."""""""""""""194
Schooler. Wesley """"""".""""""""194.244
Schroeder, MichaeL""""".""""""""""" 194
Schrom. Neesha """"""."""."""""""""""194
Schuetze. Megan"."""""".""".".".".".""" 194
Scott, Amy""."""""."""".""""".".".".".""" 194
Scott, Kyle "."."""""."."."."""""""".".".""""111
Scrupps, Ryan""""."."."."""."""."."."""."194
Sedler. Nichole """.".""""""""."."."."""."194
Sehorn, William""."."."."""""."."."."."""195
Shaffer. A1yson."""."."."."""""."."."."""."195
Sherman II, Richard ""."."""."."."."""."195
Sherman, Suzanne""."""""."."."."."""". 195
Shia, Johanna ""."."."""""""".".".".".""",,42
Shuvarikcc, Irina"."."."""."""."."."."""."195
Sibbett, Jeannie "."."."."""."""."."."."""."195
SiI\7a.Steve".""".".".".".".".""".".".".".""".195
Silvis, Janna""""".".".".".""".".".".".".""".,,38
Simmons. Amy Marie.""".".".".".".""". 195
Simmons. Cynthia ""."."""."."""".".""".195
Simpson. Janelle."."."."."""."."."."."""""195
Sironaa, Nicholas""."."""."."""".".".""",,32.
Sironka, Seleina "."."."."""."""""""."""."33
Sisson. Kyler"""."."."."."."""""".""""."""230
Siy. Lorenzo """.".""""."."""."""""""."""230
SRaaT\7old.Rebecca.".".""".".""""."""." 230
SRaaT\7old,Sarah ".".".".""".""""."."""."230
SRattebo, Katherine ".""".".""""""""".".195
SReva. JilL."""."."."."."."."""."."."."."."""230
SRinner. Colin"."."."."."."""""""""."""." 230
SRubi. Austin""."."."."."""."""""""""""" 230
S],ytte, Caleb"."."."."."."."""""""""".44. 230
Slate. Amber..."""".".""".".""""""."."."." 230
Slyusareca, Tatyana""".".""".".""""""".195
Smalley, Jessica ."".".""".".""".".".""""."230
SmaIlwocd. CaitIin"""".".""".".".".".".".195
Smith, Alexander""""."."""". 134,142.230
Smith, Amanda "."."."."."""."."."."195.240
Smith, Amy""."""."""".".""".".""""""""" 195
Smith, Ashley .""""."."""."."""."."".196.230
Smith, Douglas"""."""."."""."."."."""""" 195
Smith, Dustin ."."""."."."."""""""""""".".195
Smith, EriRa .".""".""""."."""."."."."."."""195
Smith, Ethan """"""".".".""".".".".".""""230
Smith, Haley "."""."."."."."""."."."."."."".230
Smith, Janelle"".".".".".".".""".".".""""".230
~Jon & Rachel Leo~
Dear Jon and Rachel.
Congratulations on your graduation!
"In all your ways aclanowledge Him and He will
direct your paths." Proverbs 3:6
LO\7e.
Dad. Mom, Rebecca
Dad. Mom, Dawn. Tricia
K
Smith, Jennifer 196
Smith, Julianne 230
Smith, Kierra 230
Smith, Laura 196, 230
Smith. Lynette 196
Smith. Mar~aret... 230
Smith. Matthew 230
Smith. Rhylee 230
Smith. Shanoaha 230
Smith, Taryn 96.97. 196
Smithers, Ashley 196
Snape. Rebecca 57. 230
Snell. Ryan 196
Snyder, Cassandra 90. 94, 196
Snyder, Chelsea 230
Sobotka, Ryan 230
SoIbracR, Jill 77. 86, 230
SolodyanRin. OI~ I96
SoIodyanRin. Valentin 230
Sonnenburg Kevin 230
SordahI. Allison 230
Sorenson. Kelsev 230
Southard. An~Ia 230
Spaun, Benjamin 10l, 196
Spaun, Jesse 230
SpeCR. Lindsey 230
Spees. Kalen 196
Spence. Katie 196
Spencer. Allison 230
Spencer. Jenna 196
BenParEr
Spencer. Justin 230 Stokes. Kevyn 231
Spooner, Ashley 230 Stokesbary, Kimberly 231
Spore. Gr~ 196 Stombaugh, Mariesa 231
Sporseen, Ninita 230 Stone, Giselle 231
Sprenkle, Daoid 196 Stone, McLane 231
Spung Abraham 230 Stonemetz. Shane 231
Staley, Evan 230 Stoops. Ruth 196
Staley, S!<ye 230 Storm, CaitIin 231
Stands. Deidra 230 Storm, Taylor 117.231
Stanbocic, Jennifer 196 Story, Bethany 196
Stapp. Diana 196. 242 Stottlemyer, DereR 231
Stark, Tamra 196 Stoudt, Lauren 141.231
StarRey. Nicole 196 Stover, Lee 231
Staudinger, Katharine 230 Strasser. Rebecca 111, 231
Stave. Lindsey 196 Stratton. Danielle 231
Stead, Made 230 Stratton. Melissa 231
Steele. Jonathan 230 Strauss. Tawnya 196
Steele. Joshua 97.230 StredwicR. Lilia 196
Stelzer, Cody 101.230 Strellnauer, Calli 231
Stenberg Brian 230 Strohm, Wyatt. 231
Stephens, Randi. 230 Strombaugh, Mariesa 99
Stem, Melanie 231 Stroyan, Carneron 231
Stevens, Brian 196 Stuart, Carly 231
Stevens. Heather 196 Stuart. Lydia 231
Stewart, Collin 231 Stub]. McKemie 231
Stewart Katie 196 Stucky, Shanon 196
Stibich, Chris 231 Stumpf. Breanna 231
StOCR.Paul 231 Sul~rO'Je. Lindsay 196
Stocker, LURe 196 Sulpizio, Emilio 231
Stockton, Stephen 231 Sumner, Emily 231
~~Sara PhiDi
)Meat your destiny and di~ in!We bye you. Ben.
Mom and Dad
For surely
I Rnow the
plans I have
for you." says
the Lord.
"plans for
your welfare
and not for
harm. to ~ive
you a future
with hope."
(Jer, 29:11)
"Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and
three-fourths pure tI'teater." -Gail Godwin
We Imow that you will ~i\7eyour students
plenty of both!!
Congratulations and best wishes for your future.
LO\7e,Mom and Dad
Sutherland, Tyler ."""",.""""".".""""""",,231
Swalrn, Jocelyn,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,.,,.,,,,,,,,231
Swartz, Jacqueline""""""."""""".".""""" 196
Swayne, Joshua"".""""""."""""."".""""".231
swayre, Carolina"."""".".""."""""."".".".197
Sweetin, Chelsea."."""."".""."""".".",,,,,.,,231
Swenson, Nathan"""".".""""".""."."""",,231
Swinford, Claire """".".""."",,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,231
Switzer, Cara"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,.,,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,231
Switzer, Kendra """.""""."."""".""",,,,,.,,.,,197
Symes, Ryan""""""""""""""".""."." 120,197
T
Tabor.Sharon.c.c.x., .., " "..,,197
Tadie, Emily., " ,,197
TaRechi, Timothy.c.L: " " " 135,231
Talbot Chase ".".""..".".""."." " ,231
Tarnpien, JoeI.. """ "".".""",,,,197
Tamura, Jenna " 197
Tansen, JodL"".""" " ,..,197
Tapia, MarR..."..""."."""" "",.., 231
Tate, Donavan ""."""".".."".., 231
Tate, Krystal , , , "".".",,,,,,,t97
Taylor, Allison., """" , 231
Taylor, Derek "."..""""" " "." , ,197
Teh, Richard ,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,..,,231
Telford, Taylor , "".""",,231
Tellers, Blair ..""".." ".., ,,197
Tennis, Sean",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,, ,, 231
Tep, Lindy ""..,,,.,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,231
Teresi, Ryan " """.""".231
Terhar, Tyler """."" ""." 231
Thalmann, Ashley.".".""""""""" 231
Thames, Hannah ".""""""."."""",,23t
Thayer, Eean.; .." ,,232
Thibodeau, Greta " " 86, 197
Thomas, Mari "."""."."."."".""." """,,232
Thompson, Ian ".".""",,232
Thompson, Kimberly " 232
Thompson, Sean""."""" " 99, 113,197
Thompson, Trevis.; "."""""" 232
Thomsen, Karissa ".""..""."".""".",,197
Thomsen, Morgan ".""." 232
Thomson, Sarah"""""."" "." 197
Thoreson, sRjberg.".",,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, 232
Thorpe, Kelly "."""""".".""..".232
Thralls, Tyler """ ".""""."",232
Throgmorton, Andy 232
Thrush, Sean """."."."."." 197
Thurman, Kelsey""."."."."""""."" "" 232
Thyberg, EriR ".".""."."" ,,232
Tisthammer, Kara """"".""."."""".197
TjoelRer, Tanya .." " "".232
Tobiason, Joseph 197
Todd, Katie.""""." "."""" " " 232
Todd, Rebeccah"".""""." "." 197
Todd, Riley , "."""."".""."."."."",,,,,,,,232
TolleyShawn ".""".",197
Tom, Karolynn .." ".",,,,,,,,197
Tomlin, Holly "."."" 232 Tupper, Tyler """"""."""."."""." "198
Torrence, Cheri."""."."." ".." 232 Turner, Lewis "." 198
Torres, Nathan ".".".".""".232 Turner, Marjorie."."""" "" 198
Townley, Clayton.".".".""""" 197 Turner, Natalie " ".".""".232
Townsend, Pai~ "."""" "."."",, .197 Turner, Tonya"."."." " " 111, 232
TOW!J,Shawn "."."." 232 Tyson.Sean """."."."."."."""232
Toy, Ke!sey.."."""""."""".",,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,.,, 232 U
Tracy, Jenifer """"".".".".".""".197
Trampush, Frank 232
Trang, Nancy.""",,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,, ,,232
Trang, Victoria " "".",,,,,,,,,.,,48, 197 Ueland, Dane " 232
Tremayne, Katherine "." "",,197 Ung, SOriya"""."." " 232
Trenholm, Ashley 232 Unruh, Brent".""""."."""."""."."."."."." 198
Trimble, Niall , " 232 Uplinger, Melissa " "."." ".232
Triplett Charity ."."."."."""."""."."."."..".,,197 Upton, Jeffrey "",232
Triplett Christopher ".""",,232 Urness, Barrett." .." 232
Tripp, Marta "..232 Valdes, Yazrnin.cc.; " 198
Troop, Leanne 197
Trott KaitIin.""." 197 V
Trotter, Mary """.".".".".""""""""".."" .197
Trotter, Tiffany """."""""".".".198
Troutman,Stefan " """",,232 Valdez, Valeria ".""".",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,232
Trumbo, Christopher " 232 Valentine, Kenneth ".232
Tsubota, Tyson"""." " 232 Valentine, Kristin"."."" 232
Tuck Ryan " ".".""".",,,,,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,,,,,232Valerio, Kevin ".""" " " 232
Tufts, Amanda " "..232 Valle, Ray ".".".""".".".".".".""".,,232
Tully, Jay" " "."." 79, 198 Van BerRum, Trista "".,,232
Tully, Michelle""""."."."."""""."." " 198 Van Eps, Danielle "." 232
Tully, Travis " ".",,,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,,,.. 232 Vancil, Kurtis"."""".",,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,, 198
TunallSarah "." " """,,232 Vander Giessen, MichaeI....""""."." 198
Congratulations, Andrew! We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad and the whole family
Phil. 3:13
Vanderheyden. Eric. 46, 119.233
Vanhoomissen. Joseph 101.233
Vanorsaw, Sherie 198
Vansteenwyk, Emily 233
Vansteenwyk. Me,;an , 233
Varang. Jessica 233
Vargus. Nicholas 233
Vasw,o, ViRtoriya , 233
Vasilyev, Yevgeniy 233
Vasylenho, Vitaliia 233
Vaughn. Danielle 198
Vaughn. Gabrielle 233
Verble, Rebecca 198
Vergawe. Elisha 233
Vickers. Emily 233
Viducich, Laura 233
Viets, Heidi.. 198
Vincent. Kelly 198
Vogel. Jared 233
Vudhisethakrit, Sirapom 233
\XI
Waddell, Christopher.. 198
Wagner, Brandon , 115.233
Wagstaff. Scott 198
Wahlstedt, Robert 198
Wakefield, Bradley 233
Wakefield, Kelsey 233
Walden, Malia 233
Wales, Joseph 233
WaTher,Me,;an 233
Walker, Travis 198
Walker, Tucher 233
Wall. Elizabeth 233
Wallace. Dorninique 111.233
Wallace. Heather 142
Walsh, Matthew 198
Walters. Daniel 198
Wang. Kevin 93
Ward. Josiah 198
Watts. Kristin 198
Weaver, David 198
Webb. Ryne 198
Wentworth. Todd 198
Western. Shaina 198
Westlund. Andrew 198
Wheeler. Katrina 198
White, Benjamin 198
Whiteside. Jon 106
Wild, silas 199
Wiley. Stephanie 139
WilRins.Wendy 199
Willemsen, Colin 89, 199
Williams, Marissa 199
Williamson, John 199
Wilson, Jelfrey 199
WorRs. Benjamin 199
LydtaGarth To every-
thing there is
a season.
Nowisa
time to try
your wings,
a time to go
forth with
rejoicing.
We're proud
of who you
are and
where you
want to go.
Go forth
with our
blessing.
We love you,
Dad & Mom
Wright, Julie 199
Wyman. Victor 199
y
Yeend, Jacquilyn 199
Young, Kurtis 199
Young, Ryan 99
z
Zedekar, Anna 199
Zeitler, Teresa 91,199
Zellman. Andrew 199
Zimmerman, Brandon 199
Zimmermann. Karli 199
Zugner, Andrew 199
Zurnini, David 199
C'ck¥' ....
The 2007-2008 Natsihi was printed by
Taylor Publishing Company at 1550 W.
Mcchingbird Lane in Dallas Texas. The
in-plant representative was Cathy Simo-
neaux. The local sales representative was
Ron Siewert. Six hundred and fifty copies
were printed. The 7.75"by 10.5"256-page
bOOR was printed on 80 Ib glossy enamel
paper. Maximo was used as the base copy
at 12 point and captions were generally in
Alfonso 9 point. Other typefaces included
Transpose. Wanton. Matthew, Sundown.
Pathfinder, and Bradly Hand I'I'C, As a
computer-submitted bOOR.the Natsihi mad
use of six IBM compatible computers and
HP Scanjet 5300C and Epson Perfection
3200 Photo. and a GCC Elite XL 20/1200
printer Software included Adobe InDesiign
CS3 and Microsoft Windows XP. Shipments
were made on compact discs and all photos
were diigitaIIyscanned and sent on compact
discs. Student portraits were taken by Whit-
worth Computing Services and Thomas
Robinson.
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well, It h~s bee"" ~
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